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SECTION ONE: 
 
 
 
 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
  
1
About the Fact Book… 
 
Developed by the staff of the Planning and Institutional Effectiveness 
Division, the Central Carolina Technical College  Fact Book  is intended 
to be a valuable college-wide tool.    
 
The 2008 edition of the Fact Book serves as a common source of 
information for planning and decision-making. It  is dedicated to serving 
the frequent information needs of faculty, students, staff,  alumni, and the 
public. The content is based primarily upon the results of internal user 
needs surveys. 
 
The Fact Book  contains the following four major sections: 
•  Section One provides general information about the College.   
•  Section Two includes general enrollment and demographic 
information.  
•  Section Three provides academic program profile information.  
•  Section Four includes College retention, transfer, and graduation 
rates.  
 
Since gathering and synthesizing of factual data is an on-going process, 
reader comments, suggestions, and contributions for future editions are 
welcomed at mccauleydm@cctech.edu.  
 
 In addition to the Fact Book ,  annual data regarding Central Carolina and 
other public institutions of higher education are available on the South 
Carolina Commission on Higher Education (CHE) website: 
www.che.sc.gov. 
 
Also, more current information specific to Central Carolina is located at 
the College’s website: www.cctech.edu /About CCTC/, in the sections 
entitled, College Evaluation and Effectiveness and College Planning. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
 
A listing of all Central Carolina Technical College’s degree, diploma, certificate and cooperative programs of 
study is provided in Section Three of this document.  Only technical programs with headcount during the Fall 
2000 through Fall 2007 semesters are included.  
 
Retention rates include overall College rates plus detailed retention information by program of study.  Retention is 
based on the number of first-time Central Carolina Technical College entering students who continued their 
studies or graduated within a defined time period.  Please keep in mind that student cohorts change from year to 
year.  Also, it should be noted that the small number of students in a program major cohort may be so dramatic 
that significant changes could occur from one year to the next.  
 
When analyzing the enrollment data, please note the following: 
 
1. Data reflects the time period of 2000 through 2007.  Some academic programs may have been modified 
since that time.  
 
2. Data have been extracted from the following official reports:  SBTCE CERS R1205 – Part-time and Full-
time Enrollment by Curriculum, R1207 – Student Characteristics, R1213 – Enrollment by Category and 
Curriculum, and R1230A – Enrollment by County; and CHEMIS, EDSS, ARGOS and IPEDS.  All data 
is based on FALL CERS Opening 00-1, 01-1, 02-1, 03-1, 04-1, 05-1, 06-1and 07-1. Please note that the 
shaded figures in some program charts show discrepancies due to the variation of extract dates.  
 
3. Data may vary across reports due to run dates, methods of calculation, and campus assignments.                                    
 
DEFINITIONS 
 
Cohort - A specific group of students established for tracking purposes. 
 
FTE (Full-Time Equivalency) – Enrollment as expressed in full-time equivalency.  Total number of credit hours 
divided by 15 and calculated to the hundredth. 
 
Graduation – Official completion of all academic requirements for a specific certificate, a diploma, or associate 
degree.  
 
Graduates Available for Placement – The number of graduates minus “Exclusions” and those who indicated 
they were not seeking employment at the time surveyed.  
 
Graduates Placed – The percentage of graduates who find employment or who continue their education 
elsewhere.   
 
Graduation Rate – A measure of the percentage of first-time, full-time degree, diploma or certificate-seeking 
students in an IPEDS Graduation Rate Survey (GRS) cohort who graduate within 150% of the normal program 
completion time.* 
 
Headcount - Total number of students enrolled. 
 
IPEDS – The Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System conducted by the National Center for Education 
Statistics.  IPEDS involves annual data collections and affects federal post-secondary funding of institutions.  All 
postsecondary institutions that have a Program Participation Agreement with the Office of Postsecondary 
Education, U.S. Department of Education are required to report data using a web-based data collection system. 
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Student Retention Rate – A measure of the rate at which students persist in an educational program at Central 
Carolina.  The rate is expressed as the percentage of an identified cohort of students who continue to attend or 
graduate within a designated period of time. 
 
Student Success Rate –  The percentage of first-time, full-time degree, diploma or certificate-seeking students 
in an IPEDS Graduation Rate Survey (GRS) cohort who have either graduated or transferred to another 
postsecondary institution within 150% of normal program length* or who are still enrolled, either full- or part-
time, at Central Carolina in the fall term subsequent to the GRS cohort’s three-year period. 
 
Vitality Report - Vitality report is based on the program in which the student is currently enrolled.  HRS is the 
number of hours in which the student is enrolled for that semester.  One FTE is equated to 15 semester hours. 
FTE YR 01 student is considered to be year 01 until he or she earns 30.99 hours.  A student is considered 
FTE YR 02 after earning at least 31 hours. 
 
* “Normal time/length” is expressed as follows:  within three years for an associate degree or within one and a 
half years for a certificate or diploma.  If multiple awards are received by a student, the highest degree attained 
within the 150% time frame is used.) 
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Mission Statement 
Central Carolina Technical College is a comprehensive, public, two-year institution of 
higher education that is dedicated to fostering a positive environment of teaching and 
learning for faculty, staff, and students. The College serves primarily the region of 
Clarendon, Lee, Kershaw, and Sumter counties in South Carolina and confers associate 
degrees, diplomas, and certificates. College programs and student support services 
provide citizens, businesses, industries, and communities with quality, affordable, 
accessible, customer-responsive post-secondary education through life-long learning and 
specialized training opportunities specifically designed to develop the foundation for 
personal growth, economic development, and an improved quality of life.  
The College’s vast array of associate degree, diploma, and certificate programs prepares 
students to enter the job market, to transfer to senior colleges and universities, and to 
achieve their professional and personal goals. Specifically, Central Carolina offers 
academic programs in business, the health sciences, public service, industrial and 
engineering technology, and the arts and sciences. Through its comprehensive programs 
and support services, the College annually serves over 4,500 credit students and 10,500 
continuing education students in both traditional and non-traditional formats. 
Revision Approved by the Central Carolina Technical College Area Commission, July 
21, 2005 and the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education on October 6, 2005 
College Vision 
Central Carolina Technical College will be the first choice for exceptional, quality, 
affordable technical and comprehensive education, provided in an innovative, student-
centered learning environment.  
College Values 
Central Carolina respects the diversity of its student body and recognizes the worth and 
potential of each student. The College values an environment that fosters creativity and 
resourcefulness among its students, faculty, staff, and administrators and encourages 
teamwork, open communication, and free exchange of ideas. In its attitudes and 
principles, the College affirms the following values and beliefs in providing its programs 
and services: 
• Excellence  
• Integrity  
• Innovation  
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Statement of Role and Scope 
In recognition of the importance of its role in enhancing the economic vitality and quality 
of life for all citizens, Central Carolina Technical College seeks to fulfill its mission 
through meeting the needs of its stakeholders as follows: 
• GRADUATES: The College is committed to graduating students who will be 
productive members of society with strong values and ethics; who will have 
employability skills, including oral and written communication skills, critical 
thinking, problem solving, analytical, scientific and computational skills; who can 
utilize and adapt to new technology and accept and initiate change; and who have 
an appreciation for cultural diversity, are self-directed and self-disciplined, and 
have the ability to function cooperatively. 
• STUDENTS: The College seeks to provide for its students an affordable, quality 
post-secondary education while maintaining an open door admissions policy. 
Students will have the opportunity to succeed regardless of educational 
preparation through developmental programs and services as well as to pursue 
avocational and personal growth needs in an environment embracing rapidly 
changing technologies. 
• EMPLOYERS:The College is dedicated to providing employers with skilled 
work-ready employees and to serving as an avenue for on-going specialized 
training with access to the latest technologies and educational services so that 
existing and new employers will find the area attractive for their workforce. 
• COMMUNITY: The College seeks to serve the community by providing access 
to education wherever, whenever, and however necessary to meet community and 
individual needs for affordable education opportunities leading to an improved 
quality of life 
• K-12 STUDENTS: The College will provide opportunities for K-12 students to 
experience career exploration and planning, have access to a seamless progression 
toward a career or higher education and have an opportunity to accelerate their 
learning for employability and/or advanced placement through faculty /staff 
collaboration. 
• OTHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS: The College will endeavor to have a 
high utilization of resources through partnerships with other institutions who will 
be collaborative partners working to expand education programs while 
minimizing duplication. 
(Revision Approved by the Central Carolina Technical College Area Commission, July 
21, 2005 and the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education on October 6, 2005)  
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Strategic Directions 
 
 
1. Market the comprehensive nature and value of the College. 
 
2. Secure and use available resources to maximize the productivity and 
efficiency of the College. 
 
3. Develop and expand enrollment opportunities in the four-county service area 
to improve accessibility to the College’s programs and services. 
 
4. Strengthen and develop mutually beneficial alliances with private and public 
partners. 
 
5. Maximize the use of technology to support internal and external 
constituencies. 
 
6. Offer quality curriculum and services that are relevant and current. 
 
7. Position the College to respond effectively to internal and external 
environmental factors. 
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History of Central Carolina Technical College  
In 1961, a local committee began studying the feasibility of establishing an "industrial training 
center" to serve Sumter County. When Clarendon, Kershaw, and Lee Counties expressed interest in 
participating, the service area was broadened to include these counties. The committee's work 
culminated in 1962 with the passage of the enabling legislation, which created Sumter Area 
Technical Education Center.  
In 1971, the institution changed its name to Sumter Area Technical College and in 1974 received 
initial accreditation by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools as a two-year college offering technical and vocational programs. In 1989 the South 
Carolina Commission on Higher Education authorized Sumter Area Technical College to begin 
offering the Associate in Arts and the Associate in Science degree programs designed specifically for 
transfer to four-year colleges and universities. With the addition of the transfer programs, Sumter 
Area Technical College achieved the status of a comprehensive community college. In the fall of 
1992, the College changed its name to Central Carolina Technical College to better reflect its service 
area. In 1998, the College assumed operation of the F. E. DuBose Career Center located in 
Clarendon County. In 2001, the College established the Kershaw County Campus in Camden, and in 
2006, Central Carolina began offering classes at their Lee County site in Bishopville. With this latest 
addition, Central Carolina has a permanent site in each county of its service area.  
More than 15,000 students each year are enrolled in a variety of associate degree, diploma, and 
certificate programs and non-credit continuing education activities.  
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AND 
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      1 0
2007 CENSUS DATA 
FOR THE POPULATION OF THE COUNTIES IN 
THE CENTRAL CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE SERVICE AREA 
 
 Percent of 
 South Carolina 
County Population                               _____Total____ 
 
Clarendon County 32,822 .7%  
  
Kershaw County 58,168 1.3%   
 
Lee County 19,988 .5%  
 
Sumter County 103,943 2.4% 
 
 
South Carolina Total 4,407,709 
 
 
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau (http://www.sccommunityprofiles.org/tables/pop00.asp) 
 
 
 
2005 AND 2010 POPULATION PROJECTIONS 
FOR COUNTIES IN THE CENTRAL CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SERVICE AREA 
 
   _______________2005____________     ______________2010____________ 
              Percent of                    Percent of 
          South Carolina                                   South Carolina 
County      Population                  Total              Population            ____Total____         
 
Clarendon County 33,190 .7% 34,540 .7% 
 
Kershaw County 55,550 1.3% 59,140 1.3% 
 
Lee County 20,500 .4% 20,970 .4% 
 
Sumter 108,820 2.5% 112,780 2.5% 
 
 
South Carolina Total 4,229,990 4,458,930 
 
 
Source:  S.C. Statistical Abstract (http://www.ors2.state.sc.us/abstract/chapter14/pop5.asp) 
 
 
 
 
 
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HOURS
STUDENT PROFILE
# % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
   Full-time 864 34 840 28 1160 36 1022 32 1016 31 945 29 928 32 1056 32
   Part-time 1682 66 2122 72 2105 64 2169 68 2243 69 2299 71 2003 68 2227 68
GENDER
   Female 1583 62 1992 67 2286 70 2182 68 2305 71 2263 70 2095 71 2339 71
   Male 963 38 970 33 979 30 1009 32 954 29 981 30 836 29 944 29
RACE
   Black 1068 41 1440 49 1641 50 1546 48 1550 48 1578 49 1360 46% 1605 49
   White 1390 54 1447 48 1524 47 1538 48 1609 49 1570 48 1470 50% 1575 48
   Other 88 5 75 3 100 3 107 3 100 3 96 3 101 3% 103 3
AVG AGE 29 29 29 27 27 27
COUNTY
Clarendon 330 13 445 15 486 15 530 17 549 17 497 15 n/a 415 13
Kershaw 227 9 344 12 409 12 411 13 439 13 442 14 461 14
Lee 128 5 123 4 189 6 157 5 160 5 185 6 217 7
Sumter 1756 69 1907 64 2028 62 1975 62 1979 61 1963 61 1983 60
Other 105 4 142 5 153 5 118 4 132 4 157 5 207 6
Source:  EDSS.ST-ENR105 Enrollment By Program/Headcount/FTE/Credit Hrs/Contact Hrs.
EDSS.ST-VER 120-Headcount by Race and County
EDSS.ST-ENR114 - Headcount Enrollment by Age
EDSS.ST-ENR101Q - Enrollment Headcount Query - ft & pt, ethnicity and gender
EDSS ST IPD301-Race/Ethnicity and Gender
`
   
FALL 2007
3283
1870.00
FALL 2005
3244
1770.00
28050.0
FALL 2007
24876.0
FALL 2006FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
26550.0
FALL 2005
27428.028350.0 27043.022410.0 24767.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
3259
1494.0 1651.0 1890.0 1802.87 1828.53
3265 31912546 2962
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2006
2931
1658.40
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Opening Fall, First-time, Full-time, Degree Seeking Freshman, Retention Rates:
Fall 2000 Enrolled Fall 2001 Retained % to Total
203 119 59%
Fall 2001 Enrolled Fall 2002 Retained % to Total
287 171 60%
Fall  2002 Enrolled Fall 2003 Retained % to Total
337 179 55.5%
Fall  2003 Enrolled Fall 2004 Retained % to Total
311 151 49.5%
Fall  2004 Enrolled Fall 2005 Retained % to Total
330 154 48.3%
Fall  2005 Enrolled Fall 2006 Retained % to Total
307 160 55.7%
Source:  EDSS.ST-ENR115 -Student Retention by Curriculum
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GRADUATES/PLACEMENT:  (Summer-Spring Terms)
1999-2000 Placed Percent Placed
   Certificate 139 92 94%
   Diploma 54 43 83%
   Associate 193 164 93%
Total Graduates 386 299 92%
2000-2001 Placed Percent Placed
   Certificate 173 153 97%
   Diploma 61 59 98%
   Associate 176 ` 171 99%
Total Graduates 410 383 98%
2001-2002 Placed Percent Placed
   Certificate 186 158 100%
   Diploma 54 53 100%
   Associate 186 171 99%
Total Graduates 426 382 99%
2002-2003 Placed Percent Placed
   Certificate 100 94 100%
   Diploma 47 44 100%
   Associate 204 190 96%
Total Graduates 351 328 99%
2003-2004 Placed Percent Placed
   Certificate 161 142 97%
   Diploma 63 63 100%
   Associate 236 219 99%
Total Graduates 460 424 99%
2004-2005 Placed Percent Placed
   Certificate 157 139 97%
   Diploma 87 80 98%
   Associate 239 225 97%
Total Graduates 483 444 97%
2005-2006 Placed Percent Placed
   Certificate 154 139 95%
   Diploma 56 53 100%
   Associate 196 174 96%
Total Graduates 406 366 96%
2006-2007 Placed Percent Placed
   Certificate 170 151 96%
   Diploma 80 73 97%
   Associate 220 203 96%
Total Graduates 470 427 96%
Source:  Program Evaluations
211
444
382
Available for Placement
158
75
Available for Placement
147
53
182
Available for Placement
98
52
176
326
Available for Placement
157
60
172
389
Available for Placement
158
53
173
384
Available for Placement
94
44
197
221
430
335
Available for Placement
146
63
456
Available for Placement
143
82
231
13
 Source:  EDSS.ST ENR 101Q, fall, open, 2007 
High School students taking college courses, full-time, part-time, gender, race 
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DUAL-ENROLLED HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
OPENING FALL 2007 
 
 
HEADCOUNT 271 
  
STATUS  
   Full-time 20 
   Part-time 251 
  
GENDER  
   Female 166 
   Male 116 
  
RACE  
   Black 77 
   White 189 
   Asian or Pacific 3 
   Hispanic 2 
   Other/Unknown 0 
  
%  High School 
Headcount  
8% 
 
 
 
ANNUAL UNDUPLICATED HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENT - **CREDIT PROGRAMS**
1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85
Central Carolina 2,006 2,128 2,162 2,479 2,516 2,666 2,722 2,835 2,567
1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94
2,710 2,555 2,534 2,789 2,938 3,262 3,921 3,623 3,462
1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03
3,214 3,220 3,341 3,539 3,579 3,366 3,845 4,341 4,664
2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07
4,588 4,668 4,495 4,191
Source:  EDSS.ST-ANN101 Annulized Enrollment Acad Yr 2006,Close, Tech Ed.
ANNUAL UNDUPLICATED HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENT -**CREDIT AND  NONCREDIT PROGRAMS**
1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02
Central Carolina 12,497 10,136 9,673 9,350 14,086 13,169 10,399 10,803 11,454 11,542
2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07
14,628 15,479 13,669 14,205 11,963
Source: EDSS.ST ANN101,Year, Close
CENTRAL CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Annual Enrollment Data
15
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Central Carolina Technical College 
PROGRAMS OF STUDY 
(2007-2008) 
 
 
AGRICULTURE         CIP # 
 Associate Degree 
Natural Resources Management     35426 
 Certificate 
  Geographic Information Systems Operator    60947 
 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
 Associate Degrees 
  Associate in Arts       45600 
  Associate in Science       55600 
 Certificate 
  General Education       60799 
  College Studies       60886 
  Interdisciplinary Studies       71073 
 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
 Associate Degrees 
  Accounting        35002 
  Management        35030 
  Office Systems Technology      35007 
 Diploma 
  Automated Office       15041 
 Certificates 
  Accounting Specialist       70847 
  Information Processing      70261 
   
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
Associate Degrees 
Computer Technology      35104 
Certificates 
  Computer Specialist       70816 
Internetworking (Cisco)      60649 
        
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
 Associate Degrees  
  Engineering Graphics Technology     35303 
Environmental Engineering Technology    35408 
 Diploma 
  Engineering Graphics       15302 
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P r o g r a m s  o f  S t u d y  ( c o n t i n u e d )      C I P #   
 
Certificate 
  Water Operator       60944 
  Wastewater Operator       60945 
  
HEALTH SCIENCE         
 Associate Degree 
  Nursing (ADN)       35208 
  LPN to ADN Option 
 Diplomas 
  Medical Assisting       15214 
  Nursing (PN)        15209 
  Surgical Technology       15211 
 Certificates 
  Health Science Prep       70630 
  Medical Record Coding      71088 
  Phlebotomy        70848 
  Pre-Dental Hygiene       70631 
  Pre-Occupational Therapy/Pre-Physical Therapy Assistant  70557 
  Pre-Pharmacy Technician      70762 
 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
 Associate Degree 
  Electronics Technology      35367 
 Diplomas 
  Automotive Mechanics      15330 
  Machine Tool        15370 
 Certificates 
  Advanced Automotive Mechanics 
  Advanced Heating and Air Conditioning    70970 
  Advanced Tool Making      60703  
  Automotive Repair       70807 
  Basic Air Conditioning and Heating     70808 
  Electro-Mechanical Workforce     60616 
  Electro-Mechanical Workforce II     60895 
Industrial Electricity/Electronics     70275 
  Industrial Maintenance      70096 
  Industrial Maintenance Workforce I     60595 
  Industrial Maintenance Workforce II     60823 
Machine Tool Operator      70389 
  Welding         70810 
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P r o g r a m s  o f  S t u d y  ( c o n t i n u e d )      C I P #   
 
O C C U P A T I O N A L  T E C H N O L O G Y  
 Associate Degree 
  General Technology       35318 
 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
 Associate Degrees 
  Criminal Justice Technology      35505 
  Early Care and Education      35508 
  Paralegal        35520 
 Diploma 
  Early Childhood Development     15508 
 Certificate 
  Early Childhood Development     70191 
  Infant and Toddler Care      60862 
 
   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S o u r c e :   w w w . c c t e c h . e d u - c a t a l o g  2 0 0 7 - 0 8  P r o g r a m  o f  S t u d y  
Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE
COLLEGE 2546 1494 2962 1650.07 3265 1890.0 3191 1802.87 3259 1828.53 3244 1770 2931 1658.40 3283 1870.00
ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMS
Accounting (35002) 66 44.5 93 57.2 83 45.73 74 45.27 98 57.20 69 40.33 66 38.00 57 33.67
Marketing (35004) 27 16.7 28 17.4 18 12.20 -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- -- -- 20.00
Office System Tech. (35007) 138 94.1 141 82.93 125 77.47 111 64.47 106 59.13 95 50.27 87 44.40 78 42.67
Management (35030) 106 71.2 117 65.53 124 71.87 127 75.67 158 86.87 152 84.67 133 76.93 153 90.33
Computer Technology (35104) 266 169.2 307 188.87 279 175.00 188 117.13 154 90.67 118 69.27 89 60.47 105 63.40
Nursing (A.D.N.) (35208) 102 60.8 102 58.87 113 68.40 131 81.67 120 77.47 109 70.00 104 67.07 145 92.20
Engineering Graphics Tech (35303) 33 21.1 38 23.4 42 22.80 32 19.13 40 23.93 20 11.33 20 10.27 28 15.47
Civil Engineering Tech (35309) 28 17.3 28 16.87 31 20.13 23 13.47 25 15.20 32 19.07 21 12.60 3 1.40
General Technology (35318) 21 10.0 27 12.87 17 11.33 23 13.60 19 12.00 19 11.07 12 6.60 7 3.33
Electronics Technology (35367) 40 25.9 48 30.07 51 33.87 62 40.13 47 32.40 40 29.80 40 26.73 28 18.20
Env. Engineering Tech. (35408) 40 28.0 36 24.13 41 32.07 35 26.40 30 17.40 19 11.60 23 15.40 17 9.80
Natural Resources Mgmt. Tech. (35426) 50 36.0 41 30.40 35 28.60 19 14.73 31 21.87 37 25.53 33 24.13 38 25.60
Criminal Justice Tech (35505) 88 54.7 105 60.33 102 62.13 100 63.87 114 71.73 84 49.33 69 42.07 74 45.07
Early Care & Education  (35508) -- -- -- -- 92 44.60 128 65.07 110 58.80 98 48.60 95 47.67 98 52.13
Legal Assist./Paralegal (35520) 35 23.7 72 47.80 77 52.27 68 44.80 66 42.60 61 36.47 46 28.07 49 30.80
Associate in Arts (45600) 239 157.0 301 184.53 316 203.40 256 159.73 274 166.20 247 148.00 226 141.20 253 160.73
Associate in Science (55600) 93 55.5 115 72.53 148 92.87 170 105.53 152 95.33 141 82.87 135 85.13 166 96.80
DIPLOMAS Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE
Automated Office (15041) 31 16.7 29 16.73 24 12.53 27 14.87 22 12.00 16 8.40 16 8.60 24 14.60
Nursing (PN) (15209) 21 10.9 31 15.93 27 15.40 30 15.47 27 14.73 16 8.33 25 14.13 31 17.47
Surgical Technology (15211) 12 8.7 14 11.07 20 14.87 15 10.73 14 10.20 14 9.47 44 25.20 46 28.67
Medical Assisting (15214) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 73 40.13 95 53.20 67 38.93 75 45.13
Engineering Graphics (15302) 1 0.3 -- -- 3 1.33 4 2.33 3 2.07 9 5.67 7 4.27 6 3.13
Automotive Mechanic (15330) 12 8.5 16 11.27 19 13.33 23 15.80 15 9.33 23 15.93 11 6.33 12 7.27
Machine Tool (15370) 34 25.0 28 17.67 25 18.33 25 16.53 15 9.27 14 11.00 21 16.67 20 13.27
Industrial Mechanics DPL (15372 1 0.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
Ind. Electricity/Electro (15373) 5 1.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
Early Childhood Dev. (15508) 79 46.3 103 49.67 72 33.73 43 19.13 21 7.67 18 7.40 16 8.40 7 3.80
CERTIFICATES Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE
Basic Electronics (60016) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
Wastewater Treatment (60290) 1 0.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
Engine Repair (60373) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
Engine Performance (60493) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
Fall 07
Fall 06Fall 00 Fall 02
Fall 05 Fall 06
Fall 00 Fall 01 Fall 02 Fall 04 Fall 05 Fall 06 Fall 07
Fall 01 Fall 02 Fall 03
Fall 03
Fall 04
Fall 07
CENTRAL CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
HEADCOUNT AND FTE
FALL  2000 THROUGH FALL 2007
Fall 01 Fall 05Fall 03 Fall 04
Fall 00
Source:  EDSS.ST-ENR105,Fall, Open 19
Hazardous Materials (60494) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
Private Investigator (60513) 1 0.2 2 1.0 -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
CERTIFICATES Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE
Ind Mtn Workforce I (60595) 22 11.9 21 11.33 -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 37 9.87
Electro-Mech Workforce (60616) 9 4.5 11 5.87 -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
Internetworking (60649) 32 13.6 8 3.0 6 2.20 2 .60 2 0.80 3 1.60 6 3.20 6 2.60
Advanced Tool Making (60703) -- -- 1 0.47 -- -- -- -- 2 1.53 -- -- -- --
Supervisor/Leadership (60748) -- -- 1 0.20 -- -- 1 .13 3 1.00 1 0.40 -- --
Auto Electricity & Electronics (60757) -- -- 1 0.53 1 0.47 -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
Basic Ind. Graphics & CAD  (60778) -- -- -- -- 26 13.80 27 15.00 21 7.20 10 4.73 1 0.40 1 0.27
Pre-Industrial  (60797) -- -- -- -- 1 0.93 -- -- 0 0.00 -- -- -- --
Heavy Equip Operator (60852) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 11 3.00 -- -- -- --
General Education  (60799) -- -- =D61 -- 17 7.87 38 22.27 20 10.00 52 27.73 25 14.27 4 2.73
Infant & Toddler Care (60862) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 2 0.80 1 0.80
College Studies (60886) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 276 176.20 418 253.53 523 313.40
Water Operator (06944) 5 2.00
Wastewater Operator (06945) 4 1.60
Geographic Info. Systm Op.(060947) 2 0.80
Basic AC/Heat/Sheetmetal (70018) 6 3.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Paralegal (70026) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Welding I,II,III  (70081) 1 0.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- 14 9.87
Industrial Maintenance (70096) 24 11.0 30 16.87 28 19.13 26 18.33 19 11.53 26 16.07 17 10.60 11 7.53
General Business (70186) 5 3.0 5 3.0 2 1.20 -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Laboratory Tech. (70190) 2 1.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Early Childhood Dev. (70191) 11 5.5 27 13.47 23 11.40 27 13.00 37 18.40 27 10.40 14 5.60 11 5.80
Information Processing (70261) 19 12.2 36 19.07 37 19.53 33 16.20 26 13.87 26 12.60 24 11.40 8 4.80
Ind. Electricity/Electro (70275) 12 7.6 12 6.20 18 11.40 14 8.60 13 8.27 13 7.00 8 4.53 22 11.40
Basic Medical Assist. (70299) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Pharmacy Tech. (70300) 1 0.5 1 0.47 -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Drafting w/Computer Graph (7032 11 5.9 4 1.53 3 1.87 5 1.27 4 1.73 1 0.67 2 0.87 1 0.47
Medical Transcriptionist (70341) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Health (Patient) Care (70343) -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Machine Tool Operator (70389) 6 2.7 9 5.53 11 7.00 5 2.27 4 2.20 2 0.87 3 2.87 4 3.13
CNC Mach. Tool Operator (70392) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Advance Medical Assist. (70413) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 1 0.20 -- --
Corrections/Security (70468) 4 2.8 2 1.0 -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Office Support/Acct. (70469) 2 1.2 1 .80 -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Allied Health Prep. (70555) 101 68.5 30 16.73 -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Medical Lab.Prep  (70556) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Pre-Occ/Physical Therapy Asst (70557) 28 18.5 11 7.07 26 15.87 31 18.47 44 27.20 37 20.87 47 26.67 45 26.33
Multimedia Tech & Application (70604) 2 1.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Child Care Mgmt. (70605) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Health Sci. Prep. (70630) 186 108.0 365 205.67 608 346.00 630 339.87 721 412.67 579 303.33 434 240.60 517 300.13
Pre-Dental Hygiene (70631) 26 18.9 30 17.60 31 20.40 33 19.73 44 25.47 42 25.40 30 18.20 35 20.93
General Studies (70686) 28 19.7 37 22.20 73 43.33 49 31.13 69 38.73 23 14.40 1 0.80
Fall 00 Fall 01 Fall 02 Fall 03 Fall 04 Fall 05 Fall 06 Fall 07
Source:  EDSS.ST-ENR105,Fall, Open 20
Emergency Admin. Mgmt. (70744) 13 6.8 1 0.40 -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Basic Electricity  (70754) 1 0.4 1 0.67 1 0.27 -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Medical Assistant  (70761) 54 36.1 52 37.47 65 44.33 67 40.40 6 2.33 '-- '-- '-- '--
PrePharmacy Tech (70762) 7 4.5 13 7.40 18 10.80 14 7.60 19 11.07 15 7.47 16 9.07 11 6.87
Automotive Repair (70807) -- -- 3 2.20 4 3.27 10 6.80 17 10.60 20 11.87 13 7.93 5 3.40
Basic Air Cond. & Heat  (70808) 14 7.5 23 13.13 21 14.53 29 18.47 24 15.80 16 9.67 18 11.13 24 14.53
Basic CAD (70809) -- -- 1 0.40 1 0.60 -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
CERTIFICATES Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE Hdcnt FTE
Welding (70810) 3 1.9 3 1.40 4 2.33 2 0.80 10 6.40 13 8.07 -- -- 22 16.40
Computer Specialist  (70816) 7 0.4 15 7.40 19 13.40 16 9.40 18 10.20 15 7.20 11 5.87 9 4.00
Microcomputer User Specialist (70817) -- -- 3 1.40 -- -- -- -- 0 0.00 '-- '-- '-- '--
Accounting Specialist (70847) -- -- 7 5.60 26 12.47 21 11.87 25 12.20 21 10.40 22 11.20 16 7.40
Phlebotomy (70848) -- -- 13 8.0 31 17.80 27 17.33 37 20.07 39 19.87 30 16.00 28 15.53
Advanced A/C&Heating (70970) '-- '-- '-- '-- '-- '-- '-- '-- 2 1.00 '-- '-- -- --
Interdisciplinary Studies (071073) 23 14.33
Medical Record Coding (071088) 20 13.20
Career Development (06100) 296 94.5 323 98.20 275 81.47 365 136.80 326 119.93 401 154.73 370 143.73 406 155.47
Undetermined (07500) 48 13.7 40 10.80 5 20.7 5 1.00 1 0.20 '-- '-- '-- '--
Fall 00 Fall 01 Fall 02 Fall 03 Fall 04 Fall 05 Fall 06 Fall 07
Source:  EDSS.ST-ENR105,Fall, Open 21
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Central Carolina Technical College Foundation 
Foundation Scholars Program 
Scholarships Awarded for Academic Year 2007-2008  
 
Summary Sheet     
 
 
Scholarship 
  Number 
Awarded 
Total 
Amount 
Awarded 
    
Foundation Scholars Program funds for the 2007-
2008 Academic Year 
  85 $55,200.00 
     
Rosefield Endowment funds for the 2007-2008 
Academic Year 
        25 $19,550.00 
     
Miley Endowment funds for the 2007-2008 
Academic Year 
 
  13 $  9,100.00 
               
Educational Fee Waivers 
 
  103  $45,200.00 
Direct Award Scholarships                           1          $  600.00       
     
 
 
Total Number of Scholarships Awarded to Date – 227 
 
TOTAL AMOUNT AWARDED IN SCHOLARSHIPS TO DATE – $ 129,650 
 
 
 
SECTION THREE: 
 
 
 
 
 
ACADEMIC PROGRAM 
PROFILE INFORMATION 
2006 Fall Enrollment by Program, Gender, Ethnicity, Retention, Graduates and Placement
Gender Enrolled Enrolled Retention
Code
2006 Fall 
Open 
Enrollment Female Male Total Black White Hispanic
Am 
Indian
Non-
resident Asian Other Total Fall 2005
Retained 
in Fall 
2006 Rate
Graduating 
in 2006 
Placement 
Rate (%)
0
006100 370 220 150 370 96 256 6 2 0 9 1 370 401 14 3.49%
0 401 14 3.49%
0
045600 226 162 64 226 96 125 3 2 0 0 0 226 247 85 34.41% 22 90
035030 133 85 48 133 73 55 1 0 1 3 0 133 152 58 38.16% 15 93
035508 95 93 2 95 74 20 1 0 0 0 0 95 98 50 51.02% 14 100
035007 87 81 6 87 59 27 1 0 0 0 0 87 95 42 44.21% 17 93
035104 89 24 65 89 41 44 2 0 0 2 0 89 118 34 28.81% 11 91
055600 135 74 61 135 41 82 7 2 1 1 1 135 141 34 24.11% 6 100
035505 69 51 18 69 35 30 1 1 0 1 1 69 84 27 32.14% 11 100
035208 104 94 10 104 11 88 1 2 0 2 0 104 109 26 23.85% 42 100
035002 66 57 9 66 34 32 66 69 25 36.23% 11 90
035520 46 43 3 46 19 26 0 1 0 0 0 46 61 24 39.34% 8 100
035426 33 6 27 33 2 30 0 1 0 0 0 33 37 17 45.95% 3 100
035367 40 1 39 40 18 20 0 1 0 1 0 40 40 14 35.00% 12 80
035309 21 1 20 21 3 18 0 0 0 0 0 21 32 13 40.63% 6 100
035408 23 11 12 23 7 16 0 0 0 0 0 23 19 12 63.16% 2 100
035303 20 7 13 20 13 6 0 0 0 1 0 20 20 5 25.00% 7 86
035318 12 0 12 12 2 10 0 0 0 0 0 12 19 3 15.79% 9 100
1199 1199 1199 1341 469 34.97% 196
0 0
015214 67 67 0 67 47 19 0 0 0 1 0 67 95 28 29.47% 9 100
015370 21 0 21 21 6 15 0 0 0 0 0 21 14 6 42.86% 6 100
015508 16 16 16 13 2 1 16 18 6 33.33% 11 100
015041 16 16 0 16 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 16 16 4 25.00% 9 100
015302 7 1 6 7 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 7 9 3 33.33% 0 n/a
015330 11 0 11 11 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 11 23 3 13.04% 2 100
015209 25 23 2 25 14 11 0 0 0 0 0 25 16 2 12.50% 12 100
015211 44 39 5 44 17 25 1 0 0 1 0 44 14 2 14.29% 7 100
207 207 207 205 54 26.34% 56
0 0
070630 434 399 35 434 180 236 7 2 0 9 0 434 579 175 30.22% 15 100
060886 418 334 84 418 294 114 4 2 0 4 0 418 276 118 42.75% 3 100
070557 47 34 13 47 18 27 0 0 0 2 0 47 37 18 48.65% 2 100
070261 24 22 2 24 14 10 0 0 0 0 0 24 26 13 50.00% 8 100
070631 30 29 1 30 7 21 2 0 0 0 0 30 42 13 30.95% 6 100
070191 14 14 14 12 1 1 14 27 8 29.63% 16 100
070848 30 29 1 30 20 10 0 0 0 0 0 30 39 8 20.51% 7 83
070096 17 1 16 17 10 7 0 0 0 0 0 17 26 6 23.08% 11 82
070762 16 14 2 16 7 7 1 0 0 1 0 16 15 6 40.00% 1 100
070847 22 20 2 22 8 13 0 0 0 1 0 22 21 6 28.57% 9 78
070808 18 0 18 18 6 11 1 0 0 0 18 16 4 25.00% 12 100
070816 11 6 5 11 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 11 15 4 26.67% 3 100
070807 13 1 12 13 7 6 0 0 0 0 0 13 20 3 15.00% 10 83
060799 25 14 11 25 9 16 0 0 0 0 0 25 52 2 3.85% 1 100
060649 6 1 5 6 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 1 33.33% 5 80
070389 3 0 3 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 50.00% 1 100
Retention Statistics
Race
INTERNETWORKING                         
MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR                   
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR                       
GENERAL EDUCATION                       
BASIC AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING      
COMPUTER SPECIALIST                     
PRE-PHARMACY TECHNICIAN                 
ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST                   
PHLEBOTOMY                              
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE                  
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE                      
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             
PRE-OCCUP/PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT  
INFORMATION PROCESSING                  
HEALTH SCIENCE PREPARATORY              
COLLEGE STUDIES                         
Diploma
Nursing (Pn)
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY                     
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS                    
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS                    
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             
Automated Office
MEDICAL ASSISTING                       
MACHINE TOOL                            
Degree
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY         
GENERAL TECHNOLOGY                      
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY            
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT            
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY                  
ACCOUNTING                              
LEGAL ASSISTANT/PARALEGAL               
CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY             
NURSING (ADN)                           
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY                     
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE                    
EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION                
OFFICE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY               
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS                       
MANAGEMENT                              
Non-degree seeking
CAREER DEVELOPMENT                      
Curriculum Name
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2006 Fall Enrollment by Program, Gender, Ethnicity, Retention, Graduates and Placement
Gender Enrolled Enrolled Retention
Code
2006 Fall 
Open 
Enrollment Female Male Total Black White Hispanic
Am 
Indian
Non-
resident Asian Other Total Fall 2005
Retained 
in Fall 
2006 Rate
Graduating 
in 2006 
Placement 
Rate (%)
Retention Statistics
Race
Curriculum Name
070686 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 23 1 4.35% 1 100
060595 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 0 0 37 100
060748 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
060778 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 0
060862 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
070275 8 0 8 8 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 8 13 0 0 2 100
070329 2 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0
070413 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
070081 14 3 11 14 10 4 0 0 0 0 0 14 13 0 0 0 0
070018 BASIC AIR COND'T/HEATING/SHEET 1 100
060703 ADVANCE TOOL MAKING 2 100
1155 1155 1155 1297 387 29.84% 154
2931 3244 924 28.48% 406 96%
Source:  EDSS_ST_ENR115 - Student Retention By Curriculum-2006
EDSS-ST-ENR105 - Enrollment By Program 2006
EDSS-ST-ENR101Q - Enrollment by Program, Gender, Race, Age - 2006
Graduates & Placement - Program Evaluation 2005-2006
Grand Total
WELDING I,II,III                                
Certificate
DRAFTING WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS         
ADVANCED MEDICAL ASSISTANT              
INFANT AND TODDLER CARE                 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS      
SUPERVISOR/LEADERSHIP                   
BASIC INDUSTRIAL GRAPHICS AND CAD       
GENERAL STUDIES                         
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE WORKFORCE I      
24
2007 Fall Enrollment by Program, Gender, Ethnicity, Retention, Graduates and Placement
Enrolled Enrolled Retention
Code
Curriculum 
Name
2007 Fall Open 
Enrollment Female Male Total Black White Hispanic
Am. 
Indian
Non-
Resident Asian Other Total 2006 2007 Rate
Graduating in 
2007
Placement 
Rate (%)
6100 CAREER DEVELOPMENT                      406 140 266 406 134 258 7 1 0 5 1 406 370 14
Non-degree seeking
0
35002 ACCOUNTING                              57 50 7 57 25 31 1 57 66 23
35007 OFFICE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY               78 72 6 78 49 28 1 78 87 33
35030 MANAGEMENT                              153 90 63 153 95 56 2 153 133 52
35104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY                     105 40 65 105 47 51 2 2 3 105 89 31
35208 NURSING (ADN)                           145 129 16 145 27 111 2 1 4 145 104 46
35303 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY         28 8 20 28 10 14 2 2 28 20 6
35309 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY            3 1 2 3 3 3 21 3
35318 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY                      7 0 7 7 2 5 7 12 2
35367 ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY                  28 0 28 28 9 19 28 40 13
35408 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 17 8 9 17 6 10 1 17 23 9
35426 NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT            38 10 28 38 2 36 38 33 12
35505 CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY             74 46 28 74 36 35 2 1 74 69 22
35508 EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION                98 96 2 98 79 17 2 98 95 48
35520 LEGAL ASSISTANT/PARALEGAL               49 46 3 49 23 25 1 49 46 23
45600 ASSOCIATE IN ARTS                       253 115 138 253 109 138 2 1 3 253 226 72
55600 ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE                    166 76 90 166 65 86 8 1 5 1 166 135 38
Degree 1299 787 512 1299 584 665 24 5 0 20 1 1299 1,199 433
0 0
15041 Administrative Support 24 23 1 24 17 7 24 16 8
15209 Nursing (Pn) 31 31 0 31 16 13 2 31 25 3
15211 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY                     46 43 3 46 17 28 1 46 44 15
15214 MEDICAL ASSISTING                       75 74 1 75 55 18 1 1 75 67 21
15302 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS                    6 1 5 6 3 3 6 7 2
15330 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS                    12 1 11 12 5 6 1 12 11 0
15370 MACHINE TOOL                            20 1 19 20 9 10 1 20 21 4
15508 EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             7 7 0 7 6 1 7 16 5
Diploma 221 181 40 221 128 86 4 1 0 2 0 221 207 58
0 0
60649 INTERNETWORKING                         6 2 4 6 6 6 6 0 0.0%
60778 BASIC INDUSTRIAL GRAPHICS AND CAD       1 1 1 1 1 1 1 100.0%
60799 GENERAL EDUCATION                       4 2 2 4 2 2 4 25 2 8.0%
60862 INFANT AND TODDLER CARE                 0 0 1 0 0.0%
60886 COLLEGE STUDIES                         523 404 119 523 396 119 2 5 1 523 418 163
60944 Water Operator 5 5 5 5 5
60945 Wasterwater Operator 4 4 4 1 3 4
60947 Geographic Information System Operator 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
70081 WELDING I, II, III                      0 0 0 0 0
70096 INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE                  11 11 11 8 3 11 17 4
70191 EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             11 9 2 11 9 1 1 11 14 2
70261 INFORMATION PROCESSING                  8 6 2 8 6 2 8 24 4 16.7%
70275 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS      22 22 22 15 7 22 8 2 25.0%
39.0%
0.0%
23.5%
14.3%
19.0%
31.3%
28.0%
34.1%
31.3%
28.6%
0.0%
36.1%
50.0%
12.0%
50.5%
50.0%
31.9%
28.1%
32.5%
39.1%
36.4%
31.9%
44.2%
30.0%
14.3%
16.7%
34.8%
37.9%
39.1%
34.8%
Retention Statistics
3.8%
Source: EDSS-ST-ENR105-Enrollment By Program 2007
EDSS-ST-ENR101Q-enrollment by program, Gender, Race, Age-2007
Graduates Placement - Program Evaluation July 1, 2006-June 30, 2007 N/A at this time 25
2007 Fall Enrollment by Program, Gender, Ethnicity, Retention, Graduates and Placement
70329 DRAFTING WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS         1 1 1 1 1 2 1 50.0%
Enrolled Enrolled Retention
Code
Curriculum 
Name
2007 Fall Open 
Enrollment Female Male Total Black White Hispanic
Am. 
Indian
Non-
Resident Asian Other Total 2006 2007 Rate
Graduating in 
2007
Placement 
Rate (%)
70389 MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR                   4 1 3 4 2 2 4 3 1 33.3%
70557 PRE-OCCUP/PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT    45 23 22 45 21 22 2 45 47 20 42.6%
70630 HEALTH SCIENCE PREPARATORY              517 226 291 517 210 289 10 1 6 1 517 434 129 29.7%
70631 PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE                      35 35 35 11 24 35 30 10 33.3%
70686 GENERAL STUDIES                         0 0 0 1 0 0.0%
70762 PRE-PHARMACY TECHNICIAN                 11 11 11 4 6 1 11 16 4 25.0%
70807 AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR                       5 5 5 2 3 5 13 1 7.7%
70808 BASIC AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING      24 24 24 13 11 24 18 8 44.4%
70810 WELDING                      22 22 22 11 11 22
70816 COMPUTER SPECIALIST                     9 4 5 9 5 4 9 11 4 36.4%
70847 ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST                   16 15 1 16 6 10 16 22 4 18.2%
70848 PHLEBOTOMY                              28 26 2 28 15 13 28 30 3 10.0%
71073 INTERDISCIPLINARY Studies 23 14 9 23 11 12 23 0 0.0%
71088 Medical Record Coding Certificate 20 19 1 20 10 9 1 20 0 0.0%
Certificate 1357 798 559 1357 759 566 15 1 0 14 2 1357 1,155 363 31.4%
Grand Total 3283 1906 1377 3283 1605 1575 50 8 0 41 4 3283 2,931 868 29.6%
File Name:  Trend Charts/Trend Chart Book 2007 Final/2006 and 2007 Enrollment FTE,Gender,Race, Retention Stats
Retention Statistics
Source: EDSS-ST-ENR105-Enrollment By Program 2007
EDSS-ST-ENR101Q-enrollment by program, Gender, Race, Age-2007
Graduates Placement - Program Evaluation July 1, 2006-June 30, 2007 N/A at this time 26
ASSOCIATE  DEGREES
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PROGRAM:  ACCOUNTING (35002)
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2000 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 34 52 35 38 23 28 28 38 32 33 25 36 26 40 26 46
     Part-time 32 48 58 62 60 72 46 62 66 67 44 64 40 60 31 54
GENDER
     Female 52 79 78 84 70 84 62 84 84 86 58 84 57 86 50 88
     Male 14 21 15 16 13 16 12 16 14 14 11 16 9 14 7 12
RACE
     Black 30 45 53 57 43 52 31 42 44 45 35 51 34 52 25 44
     White 32 49 38 41 36 43 38 51 48 49 31 45 32 48 31 54
     Other 4 6 2 2 4 5 5 7 5 5 3 4 0 1 2
GRADUATES
#Graduates 15 8 7 4 6 17 11 8
Avail. Placement 13 7 5 4 6 15 10 8
Placement Rate 92 100 100 100 100 100 90 100
1st Year 38 54 54
2nd Year 21 27 21
DVS 7 10 8
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
605.00
Business, industry, CPA firms, government, and not-for-profit organizations
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
AVG. STARTING SALARY:  $18,000 TO $24,000 
EMPLOYMENT:
FALL 2006
FALL 2003
69
40.33
56
3524
4
34
The demand in this field is great.  There are generally more positions available than qualified applicants. 
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
66 93
44.5 57.20
667.0 858.00
FALL 2004
FALL 2000
74 98
49
45.73 45.27 57.20
686.00 679.00 858.00
46
57
33.67
505.00
7
Accounts payable, accounts receivable, and general accounting positions. 
20
0
66
38.00
570.00
83
FALL 2001FALL 2000
FOR MORE 
INFORMATION:
FALL 2001
Mr. David Stone  (803) 778-6645, 1-800-221-8711, ext. 245; E-mail: stonedl@cctech.edu                                                                       
Mr. John Watson  (803) 778-6676, 1-800-221-8711, ext. 276; E-mail: watsonja@cctech.edu
33
FALL 2005
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2002 FALL 2006
19
30
28
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS 0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 11 41 8 29 11 61 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 16 59 20 71 7 39 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 23 85 18 64 10 56 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 4 15 10 36 8 44 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 14 52 15 54 6 33 0 0 0 0 0
     White 13 48 13 46 12 67 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES
#Graduates 6 10 2 4 1 0 0 0
#Avail. Placement 6 10 2 4 1 0 0 0
Placement Rate 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 15 16 11 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 12 6 4 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 6 3 0 0 0 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
Mr. Larry Foote  (803) 778-7842
Mr. David Watson  (803) 778-7882
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2005 FALL 2006
FALL 2001
0
0
0
STUDENT PROFILE
0 0 0
0 0 0
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Unlimited
FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
CONTACT:
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
0
16.7 17.40 12.20 0.0
18 0 0 028
FALL 2006FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2002
PROGRAM:  MARKETING (35004)
183.00
Small business, retail stores, advertising agencies, manufacturing sales, public relations, and tourism.
FALL 2000
FALL 2001FALL 2000
27
FALL 2000
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL 2007
$18,000 TO $24,000 per year
261.00
Marketing manager, special events marketer, retail sales associate, service sales representative, manufacturer's 
representative, public relations.
251.0
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2001
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
29
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 73 53 41 29 57 46 43 39 33 31 25 26 18 21 26 33
     Part-time 65 47 100 71 68 54 68 61 73 69 70 74 69 79 52 67
GENDER
     Female 129 93 136 96 120 96 109 98 102 96 90 95 81 93 72 92
     Male 9 7 5 4 5 4 2 2 4 4 5 5 6 7 6 8
RACE
     Black 93 67 103 73 90 72 83 75 73 69 55 58 59 68 49 63
     White 43 31 36 26 33 26 27 24 32 30 40 42 27 31 28 36
     Other 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
GRADUATES 
#Graduates 17 15 11 13 15 22 17 18
#Avail Placement 14 15 11 12 13 21 15 18
Placement Rate 86 100 100 100 92 100 93 78
    1st Year
    2nd Year
    DVS
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
33
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2001
42.67
640.00
STUDENT PROFILE
887.00 754.00 666.001411.0 1244.0 1162.00
94.1
FOR MORE 
INFORMATION:
$20,000 - $23,000 annually, depending on education and experience.
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT: Offices of attorneys, doctors, schools, insurance companies, government agencies, churches, and manufacturing businesses. 
Courses taken in the Information Processing Certificate will lead to the Automated Office Diploma, which leads to the 
Associate Degree in Office Systems Technology.  The College has articulation agreements with high schools in the college's 
service area which provide credit for college-level courses taken in high school.
Barbara Wells  (803) 778-6687 or 1-800-778-8711 ext. 287 or E-mail: wellsbe@cctech.edu                       
PROGRAM PROFILE
Large and small organizations, profit and nonprofit organizations, government and education agencies that have a computer
oriented environment. 
31
57 46
44.40
FALL 2006
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
77.47 64.47
967
106
59.13 50.27
78
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2006
95 87
FALL 2007FALL 2004
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL 2005
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
125 111
26 19 11 11
43 42 54
82.93
43
65 80 60 57 52 42
45 52
9 1
FALL 2000
FALL 2000
138
PROGRAM:  OFFICE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY (35007)
141
30
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 50 47 33 28 48 39 51 40 56 35 52 34 51 38 58 38
     Part-time 56 53 84 72 76 61 76 60 102 65 100 66 82 62 95 62
GENDER
     Female 58 55 67 57 76 61 76 60 93 59 92 61 85 64 90 59
     Male 48 45 50 43 48 39 51 40 65 41 60 39 48 36 63 41
RACE
     Black 53 50 68 58 69 56 78 61 84 53 94 62 73 55 95 62
     White 52 49 49 42 52 42 47 37 72 46 51 34 55 41 56 37
     Other 1 1 4 3 2 2 2 1 7 4 5 4 2 1
GRADUATES 
#Graduates 23 12 12 7 16 10 15 21
#Avail.Placement 23 12 12 7 15 10 15 20
Placement Rate 87 100 100 100 100 100 93 100
1st Year 59 65 76
2nd Year 23 29 33
DVS 21 21 13
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
101
49
$20,000 - $24,000 
31
19
80
30
18
73
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
FALL 2000
Business, industry, and government agencies.
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
FALL 2001
Unlimited opportunities.
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
108
Mr. John Watson  (803) 778-6676 or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 276 or E-mail: watsonja@cctech.edu
Len Hopkins (803) 778-6663 or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 263 or E-mail: hopkinsle@cctech.edu                                      
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FOR MORE 
INFORMATION:
The demand for individuals in this field is great.  There are generally more positions available than qualified candidates.
46 61
4
Manager, assistant manager, retail manager, supervisor trainee, HRM technician, and quality control technician
86.87 84.67 76.93
1303.0 1270.0 1154.0
FALL 2007
FALL 2004
FALL 2006
158 152 133
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
PROGRAM:  MANAGEMENT (35030)
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
127 153
90.33
FALL 2005
1068.0 1355.0
102
1078.0
106
71.2 75.67
1135.0
FALL 2000
PROGRAM PROFILE
124
71.87
117
65.53
983.0
31
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS.
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 113 42 117 38 121 43 81 43 61 40 46 39 48 54 39 37
     Part-time 153 58 190 62 158 57 107 57 93 60 72 61 41 46 66 63
GENDER
     Female 120 45 138 45 124 44 84 45 51 33 39 33 24 27 40 38
     Male 146 55 169 55 155 56 104 55 103 67 79 67 65 73 65 62
RACE
     Black 136 51 185 60 165 59 119 63 86 56 56 47 41 46 47 45
     White 123 46 114 37 108 39 65 35 60 39 53 45 44 49 51 49
     Other 7 3 8 3 6 2 4 2 8 5 9 8 4 5 7 6
GRADUATES 
#Graduates 13 23 24 22 22 23 11 7
#Avail. Placement 11 22 22 22 17 22 11 7
Placement Rates 100 100 100 100 94 95 91 100
1st Year 157 175 177 103
2nd Year 60 79 69 61
DVS 37 48 32 22
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
FOR MORE INFO:
73
$27,000 - $32,000 
Application programmer, programmer/analyst, information systems engineer, help desk specialist, computer instructor, 
technician, computer operator, applications specialist, network specialist, database administrator.
Telephone companies, television stations, schools and colleges, internet service providers, professional offices (attorneys, 
doctors, insurance companies, etc.), and government agencies. 
FALL 2004
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL 2003
1360.00
188
FALL 2004
1757.00 1039.00
63.4090.67
118 89 105
3654
FALL 2006
PROGRAM PROFILE
89 72
41
FALL 2005
11
951.00
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
FALL 2001
2538.0
FALL 2001FALL 2000
31
279
175
2625.00
FALL 2002
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2000 FALL 2007
188.87
2833.0
FALL 2007FALL 2005 FALL 2006
STUDENT PROFILE
69.27 60.47169.2
907.00
266
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
PROGRAM:  COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY (35104)
FALL 2006 FALL 2007FALL 2005
307
117.13
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
154
Currently there is a high demand for qualified workers.  Starting salaries are excellent and working conditions are pleasant.  Due to constant 
changes in technology, there is an excellent opportunity for career growth and development in the majority of computer related positions. 
Many graduates receive promotions and significant salary increases within two to three years of employment. 
Barbara Wells  (803) 778-6687, 1-800-221-8711 ext. 287 or E-mail: wellsbe@cctech.edu
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
4
53
32
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 22 22 21 21 25 22 38 29 41 34 36 33 38 37 37 26
     Part-time 80 78 81 79 88 78 93 71 79 66 73 67 66 63 108 74
GENDER
     Female 99 97 96 94 102 90 122 93 111 93 100 92 94 90 129 89
     Male 3 3 6 6 11 10 9 7 9 7 9 8 10 10 16 11
RACE
     Black 25 24 19 19 30 27 33 25 29 24 23 21 11 10 27 19
     White 74 73 81 79 81 72 92 70 85 71 82 75 88 85 111 77
     Other 3 3 2 2 2 2 6 5 6 5 4 4 5 5 7 4
GRADUATES 
#Graduates 27 41 38 41 51 53 42 49
#Avail. Placement 26 41 38 41 51 53 42 48
 Placement Rate 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 33 30 25 12 13 2 0 7
2nd Year 70 72 90 119 107 107 105 137
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0
Nurs Prep 0 0 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
This program is challenging  Strong study skills are needed.  Applicants must meet required ACT composite score of 22 or 
SAT score of verbal 510 and math 510, or NET scores of reading 66 and math 73, and other entrance requirements.
FALL 2005FALL 2003
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2000
Hospitals, physicians' offices, clinics, schools, and long-term care facilities. 
PROGRAM:  NURSING A.D.N. (35208)
FALL 2005FALL 2004
92.20
104
FALL 2003FALL 2001 FALL 2002
120 109
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
1383.00
Miriam Laney, RN, MN  (803) 778-7825 or 1-800-221-8711 Ext: 425 or E-mail: laneymt@cctech.edu
1050.00
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
883.0
102 145
STUDENT PROFILE
77.47 70.00 67.0758.87
1006.001162.00
131
81.67
1225.00
68.40
1026.00
113
FALL 2004
FALL 2002
FALL 2005 FALL 2006
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Excellent job opportunities for graduates of this program with successful completion of the National Council Licensure 
Examination for Registered Nurses. 
FALL 2007FALL 2004FALL 2001
Excellent job placement rate, helping profession, good salary, and opportunity for growth.  Multiple opportunities with 
continued education.
102
$19.00 per hour
60.8
912.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
FALL 2007FALL 2000
33
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 14 42 11 29 11 26 10 31 13 33 6 30 5 25 7 25
     Part-time 19 58 27 71 31 74 22 69 27 67 14 70 15 75 21 75
GENDER
     Female 7 21 10 26 11 26 5 16 8 20 3 15 7 35 8 29
     Male 26 79 28 74 31 74 27 84 32 80 17 85 13 65 20 71
RACE
     Black 13 39 13 34 16 38 12 38 18 45 12 60 13 65 10 36
     White 19 58 23 61 24 57 19 59 21 53 8 40 6 30 14 50
     Other 1 3 2 5 2 5 1 3 1 2 0 1 5 4 14
GRADUATES 
#Graduates 3 4 0 5 4 2 7 1
#Avail. Placement 3 4 0 5 4 2 7 1
Placement Rate 67 100 0 80 100 100 86 100
1st Year 21 20 29 15
2nd Year 9 11 12 16
DVS 3 2 1 1
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
FALL 2007
18
9
Dick Coleman  (803) 778-6678 or 1-800-778-8711 ext. 278 or E-mail: colemanlm@cctech.edu
Broad range of opportunities, excellent pay, clean work environment. Entry-level positions usually progress to a supervisory 
position. 
The opportunity to work on major infrastructure projects such as power plants, roads and bridges, and prominent buildings.
Employment opportunities abound.  Graduates can expect to find employment anywhere design, construction, facility 
maintenance, or manufacturing is conducted.
1
FALL 2006
10.27
359.00 170.00
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
2040
A graduate could find employment with a consulting engineer, land surveyor, architect, construction contractor, or 
manufacturing industry, and many state and local agencies.
20
232.00
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
33
154.00
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
23.40 11.33
317.0
4 8 15
611
$36,840 
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
28
15.4723.93
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
21
15
PROGRAM PROFILE
351.0
PROGRAM:  ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY (35303)
FALL 2003
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2001 FALL 2007FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
287.00
21.1
38
FALL 2000
19.13
FALL 2002
342.00
32
22.80
42
34
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 12 43 6 21 13 42 8 35 12 48 12 38 6 29 1 33
     Part-time 16 57 22 79 18 58 15 65 13 52 20 62 15 71 2 67
GENDER
     Female 5 18 4 14 6 19 4 17 4 16 3 9 1 5 1 33
     Male 23 82 24 86 25 81 19 83 21 84 29 91 20 95 2 67
RACE
     Black 6 21 10 36 7 23 3 13 5 20 7 22 3 14 0
     White 21 75 18 64 24 77 20 87 20 80 25 78 18 86 3 100
     Other 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 
#Graduates 7 0 5 5 2 2 6 5
#Avail. Placement 7 0 5 5 1 2 5 5
Placement Rate 100 0 80 80 100 50 100 100
1st Year 16 12 18 15 2 21 11 0
2nd Year 9 9 9 7 13 11 10 3
DVS 3 6 4 1 10 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
3
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
12.60
21
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
28 23
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
28
16.87
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
The chance to work on major infrastructure projects, such as roads and bridges.
$30,000+ per year. 
Kean Scott  (803) 778-6662 or 1-800-221-8711 Ext: 262 or E-mail: scottkl@cctech.edu
302.00 202.00
FALL 2005FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2006
228.00
FALL 2004
FALL 2004
286.00
FALL 2005 FALL 2006
31
20.13
PROGRAM:  CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (35309)
17.3 13.47 1.40
25 32
15.20 19.07
FALL 2001FALL 2000
PROGRAM PROFILE
Employment opportunities are virtually boundless.  One could expect to find employment almost anywhere that design, 
construction, or facility maintenance is performed. 
A graduate could find employment with a land surveyor, an architect, a civil engineer, construction contractors, and with 
many state and local agencies. 
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES: Entry-level positions usually progress to a supervisory level. 
FALL 2007
21.00
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
189.00
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
259.0 253.0
35
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 3 14 4 15 7 41 8 35 6 32 5 26 2 17 2 29
     Part-time 18 86 23 85 10 59 15 65 13 68 14 74 10 83 5 71
GENDER
     Female 11 52 11 41 1 6 3 13 1 5 1 5 0 0
     Male 10 48 16 59 16 94 20 87 18 95 18 95 12 100 7 100
RACE
     Black 12 57 16 59 4 24 7 30 5 26 4 21 2 17 2 29
     White 8 38 10 37 13 76 15 65 13 68 11 58 10 83 5 71
     Other 1 5 1 4 0 1 4 1 5 4 21 0 0
GRADUATES 
#Graduates 7 15 21 16 7 18 9 9
#Avail Placement 6 15 21 16 7 18 8 9
Placement Rate 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 0 1 6 3 1
2nd Year 22 25 11 16 14
DVS 0 0 0 0
FALL 2001
6
1
FALL 2000 FALL 2002
18
204.00
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
STUDENT PROFILE
50.00150.0 193.0 170.00
FALL 2000
PROGRAM:  GENERAL TECHNOLOGY (35318)
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL 2007
1
18
3
02
180.00 166.00 99.00
FALL 2006FALL 2005FALL 2004
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2007
3.3312.00 11.07 6.60
12
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
11.33 13.60
17 23
PROGRAM INFORMATION
General Technology  is intended for students who find it necessary to design a program to meet specific individual needs.  It is to be used sparingly 
and should not be used in lieu of an approved major.  A student must complete an approved diploma or certificate prior to eligibility for this 
program. To enroll in the General Technology program the student must meet with an assigned advisor to determine a curriculum plan.  
Acceptance into the program must be approved by the appropriate department chair, and students must report to the Admissions Office to 
complete an official "Change of Program" form.
21 27 19 19 7
FALL 2003
FALL 2006
10.0 12.87
36
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # $ # $ # $
     Full-time 15 38 18 38 22 43 28 45 22 47 20 50 16 40 10 36
     Part-time 25 62 30 62 29 57 34 55 25 53 20 50 24 60 18 64
GENDER
     Female 3 8 3 6 2 4 3 5 3 6 1 2 1 3 0
     Male 37 92 45 94 49 96 59 95 44 94 39 98 39 97 28 100
RACE
     Black 14 35 23 48 27 53 31 50 27 57 20 50 18 45 9 32
     White 25 62 22 46 24 47 30 48 20 43 19 48 20 50 19 68
     Other 1 3 3 6 0 1 2 0 1 2 2 5 0
GRADUATES 
#Graduates 8 2 7 8 10 12 12 9
#Avail. Placement 7 2 7 8 6 11 10 9
Placement Rate 100 100 100 75 100 82 80 67
1st Year 22 20 29 34 25 21
2nd Year 14 22 17 21 18 19
DVS 4 5 4 7 4
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
Promotion to managerial and supervisory positions.  
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
FALL 2000
FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2002 FALL 2004
$15 - $25 per hour
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
John Propst  (803) 778-6691 or 1-800-221-8711 Ext: 291 or E-mail: propstjw@cctech.edu                                         
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
The opportunity to work in diverse fields utilizing leading-edge technology and equipment. Medical and dental insurance, 
retirement, stock options, paid vacations.
40
486.00 447.00 401.00
47
FALL 2007FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2006
51
30.07
48
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
13
3
33.87
62
FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
508.00
28
18.20
40
PROGRAM:  ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY (35367)
26.73
FALL 2002
40
25.9
FALL 2001
273.00
STUDENT PROFILE
32.40 29.8040.13
389.0 602.00451.0
FALL 2006
11
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
20
FALL 2005 FALL 2006
24
FALL 2000
PROGRAM PROFILE
Electro-mechanical maintenance and repair in nationwide industrial plants and facilities.  Entry level employment in 
maintenance and repair of communications systems, computers, industrial electronics, and programmable logic controllers. 
B&D, Caterpillar, Cooper Tools, Eaton, FTC, Cutler Hammer, Diebold, International Paper, Invista, ETV, Progress Energy, 
Black River Electric Cooperative, and Thompson Construction
37
HEADCOUNT 36
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 18 45 17 47 24 39 20 57 10 33 9 47 10 43 6 35
     Part-time 22 55 19 53 17 41 15 43 20 67 10 53 13 57 11 65
GENDER
     Female 13 33 13 36 16 39 14 40 11 37 8 42 11 48 8 47
     Male 27 67 23 64 25 61 21 60 19 63 11 58 12 52 9 53
RACE
     Black 12 30 15 42 15 37 14 40 11 37 5 26 7 30 6 35
     White 28 70 21 58 26 63 21 60 18 60 13 68 16 70 10 59
     Other 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 5 0 1 6
GRADUATES 
#Graduates 12 10 10 6 12 9 2 6
#Avail Placement 12 10 8 6 12 9 2 5
Placement Rate 83 90 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 16 19 18 11 9 7 6
2nd Year 20 12 21 19 10 16 11
DVS 4 5 2 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
FALL 2001 FALL 2002
481.00 396.00
26.40
FALL 2003
11.60 15.40
261.00 174.00 231.00
17
9.80
147.00
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
40
FALL 2002 FALL 2004
41
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
10
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006FALL 2000
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Industries, environmental laboratories, regulatory agencies, municipalities, environmental assessment companies, and 
engineering firms. 
Work outside; provide a needed service, very rewarding profession, and good salaries. Excellent advancement opportunities 
are available through four-year institutions and on-line providers. 
Only program of its kind in South Carolina. 
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
23
30
FALL 2003
$22,000 - $29,000 per year
2
FALL 2001
FALL 2000
FALL 2002
STUDENT PROFILE
17.40
PROGRAM:  ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (35408)
FALL 2000 FALL 2006FALL 2003 FALL 2005FALL 2001
362.0
28.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
420.0
32.0724.13
19 2335
Career opportunities include health and safety manager in industry, treatment facility operator in municipalities, 
engineering technician, laboratory technician in environmental monitoring laboratories, and environmental quality 
technician for state and federal regulatory agencies. 
Joshua Castleberry  (803) 778-6601 or 1-800-221-8711 Ext: 201 or E-mail: castleberryjs@cctech.edu                                                   
38
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 26 52 26 63 23 66 13 68 15 48 21 57 20 61 24 63
     Part-time 24 48 15 37 12 34 6 32 16 52 16 43 13 39 14 37
GENDER
     Female 16 32 12 29 9 26 2 11 4 13 6 16 6 18 10 26
     Male 34 68 29 71 26 74 17 89 27 87 31 84 27 82 28 74
RACE
     Black 0 0 1 2 2 6 1 5 3 10 3 8 2 6 2 5
     White 48 96 40 98 33 94 18 95 26 84 33 89 30 91 36 95
     Other 2 4 0 0 0 2 6 1 3 1 3
GRADUATES 
# of Graduates 13 6 6 12 6 5 3 9
#Avail Placement 9 6 5 10 6 5 3 9
Placement Rate 100 100 80 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 29 24 23 19 25 11 19
2nd Year 13 14 10 5 10 21 19
DVS 8 3 2 7 2
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
25.6
384.00
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2007FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
Vast growth opportunities depending on the individual. Working with the environment and all interrelating natural 
resources.  Math, biology, and chemistry are recommended
FALL 2006FALL 2005
PROGRAM PROFILE
State and federal agencies, forestry, wildlife, parks, conservation service, and private and industrial natural resource 
management companies. 
8
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2004
21.87
FALL 2003
3141
11
37
221.00
FALL 2004
19
FALL 2003
25.53
383.00 362.00328.00
FALL 2005
50
FALL 2002
FALL 2006
38
FALL 2005
South Carolina Forestry Commission, South Carolina Department of Natural Resources, Natural Resource Conservation 
Services, private nurseries, and forestry industry. South Carolina Parks and Recreation, County Parks and Recreation
0
24.13
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
33
540.0 456.0 429.00
36.0 14.7330.4
35
28.60
Individual will experience working with nature in conjunction with people and policies. The only program of this nature in 
the state. 
FALL 2002
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL 2004
Mr. Mike Shealy  (803) 469-2350 or E-mail: shealymg@cctech.edu                                                                              
$22,000 to $29,000 per year
FALL 2007
PROGRAM:  NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (35426)
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2001FALL 2000
39
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 35 40 36 34 42 41 45 45 53 46 30 36 26 38 29 39
     Part-time 53 60 69 66 60 59 55 55 61 54 54 64 43 62 45 61
GENDER
     Female 50 57 75 71 68 67 61 61 73 64 62 74 51 74 46 62
     Male 38 43 30 29 34 33 39 39 41 36 22 26 18 26 28 38
RACE
     Black 43 49 69 66 53 52 50 50 51 45 51 61 35 51 36 49
     White 39 44 34 32 49 48 47 47 61 54 31 37 30 43 35 47
     Other 6 7 2 2 0 3 3 2 2 2 2 4 6 3 4
GRADUATES 
 # of Graduates 7 6 7 4 19 9 11 10
#Avail Placement 7 6 6 4 19 8 11 10
Placement Rate 86 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 46 53 63 75 56 31 45
2nd Year 24 27 28 32 28 38 27
DVS 16 22 11 7 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS: Certain jobs require Academy training. Some jobs may require the carrying of and use of firearms.
FOR MORE INFO:
A chance to make a difference in the community.  Adventure, job security, above average pay and benefits. With work 
experience and education, one can move into leadership positions. Promotions are based on experience and performance 
coupled with formal education and training.
$25,000 to $48,000 annually depending on education and experience
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Contact: Christopher Hall  (803) 778-7827  or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 427 or E-mail: hallcj@cctech.edu                                               
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
City police officer, county deputy, highway patrol, federal, state and county correctional officer, State Law Enforcement 
Division, federal law enforcement officer, private security, loss control and prevention, military police. 
FALL 2006
31
8
FALL 2005
FALL 2001
STUDENT PROFILE
821.0
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
740.00 631.00
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007FALL 2006FALL 2005FALL 2001FALL 2000 FALL 2002
102
62.13
88 100
63.87
105
FALL 2003 FALL 2004
PROGRAM:  CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY (35505)
49.33 42.07
1076.00
54.7 60.33
905.0 932.00 958 676.00
114 84 74
45.07
69
71.73
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
FALL 2000
62
40
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 16 17 31 24 29 26 19 19 20 21 20 20
     Part-time 76 83 97 76 81 74 79 81 75 79 78 80
GENDER
     Female 88 96 120 94 108 98 96 98 93 98 96 98
     Male 4 4 8 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
RACE
     Black 69 75 95 74 88 80 77 79 74 78 79 81
     White 22 24 32 25 22 20 21 21 20 21 17 17
     Other 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 2
GRADUATES 
# Graduates 4 15 19 18 14 27
#Avail Placement 3 15 19 17 14 24
Placement Rate 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 52 44 31 37
2nd Year 43 48 63 59
DVS 15 6
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Pam Dinkins (803) 778-7802 or 1-800-221-8711 ext: 402 or E-mail: dinkinsph@cctech.edu
Curriculum is based on practical, hands-on learning.  Students gain experience throughout the program through 
participation in practicum experiences in child care settings and schools.
Nursery schools, child care centers, Head Start, public schools.
Public and private nursery schools, family and group child care, public school kindergarten or preschool teacher's assistant, 
Head Start teacher, special needs assistant.
669.00
65.07
976.00
FALL 2004
$9,000 - $16,000 annually
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
75
35
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2007FALL 2005 FALL 2006
92
882.00
110 98
729.00
128
FALL 2004
95
44.60 48.60 47.6758.80
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2007
98
FALL 2005 FALL 2006
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
PROGRAM:  EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION (35508)
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
52.13
782.00715.00
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2006FALL 2005
61
25
FALL 2003
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
Early Care and Education is a growing field with expanding opportunities.  There are many rewarding opportunities with 
new and exciting possibilities. Childcare is a growing field and employment opportunities are expected to remain plentiful.
176
41
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 15 43 32 44 42 55 37 54 33 50 21 34 19 41 23 47
     Part-time 20 57 40 56 35 45 31 46 33 50 40 66 27 59 26 53
GENDER
     Female 33 94 66 92 72 94 63 93 58 88 56 92 43 93 46 94
     Male 2 6 6 8 5 6 5 7 8 12 5 8 3 7 3 6
RACE
     Black 16 46 36 50 28 36 27 40 29 44 26 43 19 41 23 47
     White 18 51 35 49 47 61 39 57 36 55 34 56 26 57 25 51
     Other 1 3 1 1 2 3 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2
GRADUATES 
# of Graduates 10 5 4 11 10 10 8 8
#Avail Placement 8 5 2 9 8 10 4 8
Placement Rate 88 100 100 100 100 80 100 88
1st Year 22 47 46 45 36 37 22 24
2nd Year 9 14 24 18 23 24 24 23
DVS 3 10 7 4 7 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
FOR MORE INFO:
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
Law offices, title search companies, legal department of private industries and banks, courts, judge's aide, US Attorney's 
Office, Department of Social Services, law enforcement agencies, and many other federal and state agencies. 
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2000
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
STUDENT PROFILE
462.00639.00
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
421.00
66 61
547.00
$17,000 to $46,000 per year depending on location and experience.
Contact: Nashiba Boyd (803) 778-7875 or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 475 or E-mail: boydnb@cctech.edu
FALL 2007
46
42.60 36.47 28.07 30.80
355.0 717.0 784.00 672.00
FALL 2003 FALL 2007FALL 2004 FALL 2005
35
PROGRAM:  LEGAL ASSISTANT/PARALEGAL (35520)
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL 2001 FALL 2002
47.80 44.80
77 68
Interesting and challenging, exposure to issues that affect society, jobs are plentiful in larger cities, opportunity to advance, 
and skills are transferable to various job markets.  Students may go on to four year institutions and/or law school to advance 
in the legal profession.
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
52.27
49
FALL 2006
23.7
72
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 108 45 119 40 154 49 114 45 116 42 93 38 98 43 117 46
     Part-time 131 55 182 60 162 51 142 55 158 58 154 62 128 57 136 54
GENDER
     Female 153 64 213 71 225 71 175 68 190 69 174 70 162 72 115 45
     Male 86 36 88 29 91 29 81 32 84 31 73 30 64 28 138 55
RACE
     Black 72 30 119 40 134 42 100 39 116 42 112 45 96 42 109 43
     White 155 65 171 57 168 53 140 55 153 56 130 53 125 55 138 55
     Other 12 5 11 3 14 4 16 6 5 2 5 2 5 2 6 2
GRADUATES 
# of Graduates 15 15 19 22 27 19 22 21
#Avail Placement 14 14 17 21 27 19 19 20
Placement Rate 93 100 100 86 100 100 90 100
1st Year 161 193 206 171 184 172 125 172
2nd Year 65 72 83 69 68 70 99 74
DVS 15 36 22 14 21 5
SALARY RANGE: Upon completion of a four-year degree, $25,000 - $50,000
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
Transfer Opportunities: Central Carolina offers a number of courses from the list of more than 80 that transfer directly to four-year public 
institutions in South Carolina.  Many private colleges and universities also accept transfer credits from CCTC.
FALL 2003 FALL 2005FALL 2004 FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
160.73
2411.00
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2007FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FOR MORE INFORMATION:  Carol Dabbs (803) 778-6667 or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 267 or E-mail: dabbscc@cctech.edu                                                      
Unique Program Opportunities: Once an AA student has identified a senior institution and career path, required course work is designed to meet 
the guidelines of both the associate degree and the anticipated bachelor's degree. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:  Unlimited and diverse upon completion of a BA or higher degree.  Career areas include education, business, fine 
arts,  public relations, journalism, political science, foreign language, and law, among many others.
FALL 2006
166.20 148.00 141.20
2493.00 2220.00 2118.00
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
316239
FALL 2006
274 247 226
FALL 2007
PROGRAM:  ASSOCIATE IN ARTS (45600)
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
203.40
3051.00
256
159.73
2396.00
157.0
2355.0
301
184.53
2768.0
253
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 35 38 50 43 68 46 72 42 62 41 44 31 55 41 58 35
     Part-time 58 62 65 57 80 54 98 58 90 59 97 69 80 59 108 65
GENDER
     Female 45 48 59 51 70 47 82 48 85 56 78 55 74 55 76 46
     Male 48 52 56 49 78 53 88 52 67 44 63 45 61 45 90 54
RACE
     Black 35 38 43 37 59 40 69 41 51 34 50 35 41 30 65 39
     White 53 57 64 56 76 51 88 52 87 57 77 55 82 61 86 52
     Other 5 5 8 7 13 9 13 8 14 9 14 10 12 9 15 9
GRADUATES 
#Graduates 10 4 9 9 9 10 6 12
#Avail Placement 10 4 9 8 9 9 6 10
Placement Rate 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 71 94 102 124 103 96 79 110
2nd Year 15 17 39 38 40 43 58 47
DVS 7 5 6 6 9 2
UNIQUE PROGRAM OPPORTUNITIES:   Once an AS student has identified a senior institution and career path, required course   
FOR MORE INFORMATION:  Cheryl Davids (803) 778-6632 or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 232 or E-mail: davidscb@cctech.edu     
FALL 2007
148
92.87
170
105.53
1583.0
95.33 82.87 85.13
1430.0
FALL 2007
166
96.8
1452.0
STUDENT PROFILE
833.0 1088.0 1393.0
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2004
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
SALARY RANGE:  Upon completion of a four-year degree, $30,000 - $50,000
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:  Unlimited and diverse opportunities exist upon completion of a BS or higher degree.  The areas of both math and science are in great 
demand due to the shortage of students enrolling in these two fields. Career opportunities include education, engineering, business, computer science, health sciences, 
and many others.
TRANSFER OPPORTUNITIES: Central Carolina offers a number of courses from the list of more than 80 that transfer directly to four-year public institutions in South 
Carolina.  Many private colleges and universities also accept transfer credits from CCTC.
work is designed to meet the guidelines of both the associate degree and the anticipated bachelor's degree.
FALL 2005 FALL 2006
1243.0 1277.0
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2006
152 141 135
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2007
PROGRAM:  ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE (55600)
AWARD:  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
FALL 2001FALL 2000
93
55.5
115
72.53
44
DIPLOMAS
45
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 9 29 9 31 7 29 8 30 8 36 5 31 5 31 9 38
     Part-time 22 71 20 69 17 71 19 70 14 64 11 69 11 69 15 62
GENDER
     Female 31 100 29 100 24 100 27 100 21 95 16 100 16 100 23 96
     Male 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 1 4
RACE
     Black 23 74 18 62 13 54 19 70 17 77 14 88 13 81 17 71
     White 8 26 11 38 11 46 8 30 5 23 2 12 3 19 7 29
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 
# Graduates 5 6 9 3 9 9 9 16
#Avail Placement 4 6 9 3 9 8 9 15
Placement Rate 100 100 100 100 100 88 100 100
1st Year 20 16 15 12 10 8 17
2nd Year 6 11 6 6 4 9 7
DVS 5 3 3 4 2
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG.  STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
PROGRAM:  AUTOMATED OFFICE (15041)
AWARD:  DIPLOMA
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
22 16
126.00
31
16.7
251.0
12.00 8.40
29
16.73
251.0 180.00
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2007FALL 2004
FALL 2001 FALL 2002
STUDENT PROFILE
24
12.53
188.00
27
14.87
223.00
FALL 2006
16
8.60
129.00
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
$16,000 - $20,000 annually depending on education and experience. 
Attorneys, doctors, manufacturing, schools and colleges, CPA offices, insurance companies, government organizations, 
charities, and churches
A quality administrative assistant will never be without a job. Can move from entry-level position to more advanced position 
as experience increases.  Skills provide the opportunity to work while pursuing additional education such as seeking the 
Office Systems Technology Associate Degree. 
Courses taken in the Automated Office Diploma will lead to the Associate Degree in Office Systems Technology.  The College 
has articulation agreements with high schools in the College's service area, which provide credit for college level courses 
taken in high school where competencies have been mastered.
Barbara Wells  (803) 778-6687, 1-800-221-8711 ext. 287, or E-mail: wellsbe@cctech.edu                                                                          
FALL 2007
24
14.60
219.00
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
Entry-level positions in any organization or business that has a computer oriented office environment. 
FALL 2005FALL 2003 FALL 2004
15
9
3
FALL 2000
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 3 11 2 7 5 19 1 6 3 12 5 16
     Part-time 21 100 31 100 24 89 28 93 22 81 15 94 22 88 26 84
GENDER
     Female 21 100 31 100 26 96 30 100 25 93 16 100 23 92 31 100
     Male 0 0 1 4 0 2 7 0 2 8 0
RACE
     Black 14 67 22 71 18 67 20 67 15 56 6 38 14 56 16 52
     White 6 28 9 29 8 30 8 27 11 41 10 62 11 44 13 42
     Other 1 5 0 1 3 2 7 1 3 0 0 2 6
GRADUATES 
 # of Graduates 15 14 10 12 11 23 12 16
#Avail Placement 14 14 10 11 11 23 12 16
Placement Rate 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 12 11 8 4
2nd Year 11 19 19 26
DVS 0 0 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT: Hospitals, physicians' offices, clinics, schools, and long-term care facilities.
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Excellent job placement rate, helping profession, good salary, and opportunity for growth. Multiple opportunities with 
continued education.
$13.00 per hour
25
8.33 14.13
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
212.00
FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
27 16
221.00 125.00
FALL 2006
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
Miriam Laney, RN, MN (803) 778-7825 or 1-800-221-8711 Ext: 425 or E-mail: laneymt@cctech.edu                                                     
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2001
1
30
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
31
15.93
239.0
27
15.40
231.00
30
10.9
163.0
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
This program is challenging. Strong study skills are needed. Applicants must meet required ACT composite score of 19 or 
SAT score of verbal 470 and math 460, or NET scores or reading 66 and math 73, and other entrance requirements.
FALL 2007
PROGRAM:  NURSING PN (15209)
AWARD:  DIPLOMA
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
31
17.47
262.00
4
STUDENT PROFILE
14.73
232.00
15.47
FALL 2002
21
FALL 2003
23
0
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2007
1
FALL 2000
2
14
0
24
Excellent job opportunities for graduates of this program with successful completion of the National Council Licensure 
Examination for Practical Nurses.
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
47
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 8 67 12 86 17 85 10 67 10 71 10 71 10 23 13 28
     Part-time 4 33 2 14 3 15 5 33 4 29 4 29 34 77 33 72
GENDER
     Female 12 100 13 93 18 90 14 93 13 93 13 93 39 89 43 93
     Male 0 0 1 7 2 10 1 7 1 7 1 7 5 11 3 7
RACE
     Black 4 33 4 29 11 55 5 33 5 36 3 21 17 39 17 37
     White 8 67 10 71 9 45 9 60 9 64 10 71 25 57 28 61
     Other 0 0 0 0 1 7 0 1 7 2 4 1 2
GRADUATES 
# of Graduates 7 20 8 11 7 13 7 9
 #Avail Placement 7 20 8 10 7 12 5 9
Placement Rate 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 89
1st Year 9 4 4 1 2 2 23 24
2nd Year 2 10 16 14 12 12 21 21
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
14
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
14
AWARD:  DIPLOMA
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
PROGRAM:  SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY (15211)
FALL 2006
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
$11.00 - $13.00 per hour in hospitals
Christina Keels, RN, CST  (803) 778-6614 or 1-800-221-8711 ext. 214 or E-mail: keelsca@cctech.edu                                                     
Individuals experience working with a team of medical professionals in the operating room setting. This program is difficult. 
Strong study skills are needed.  Applicants must meet required ACT composite score of 19 or SAT score of verbal 470 and 
math 460, or NET scores of reading 58 and math 66, and other entrance requirements.
FALL 2001
166.0 153.00
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2005FALL 2004
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007FALL 2002 FALL 2003FALL 2000
FALL 2007FALL 2000 FALL 2001
8.7
131.0
FALL 2004
10.73
161.00
25.209.47
FALL 2005FALL 2002 FALL 2003
Individuals may advance to preceptor, senior certified surgical technologists, or certified first assistants. Eligible candidates 
may take the National Certification for Surgical Technology. 
14
PROGRAM PROFILE
There is a shortage of surgical technicians nationwide at the present time.  Job opportunities are available in labor and 
delivery, outpatient surgery, operating rooms, doctor's offices, and central supply departments. 
Operating rooms, sterile processing, labor and delivery, out patient surgery, doctor's office, veterinarian's office, and 
emergency rooms
20
14.87
223.00
15 4612
28.67
FALL 2006
10.2011.07
44
430.00
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2005 FALL 2006
378.00
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
142.00
FALL 2004
48
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 17 23 19 20 18 27 21 28
     Part-time 56 77 76 80 49 73 54 72
GENDER
     Female 71 97 94 99 67 100 74 99
     Male 2 3 1 1 0 1 1
RACE
     Black 58 79 65 68 47 70 55 73
     White 14 19 27 28 19 28 18 24
     Other 1 1 3 3 1 2 2 3
GRADUATES
#Graduates 0 9 9 9
Avail. Placement 0 8 9 8
Placement Rate 0 100 100 100
1st Year 49 69 46 50
2nd Year 12 21 21 26
DVS 12 5
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:          $9.00 per hour 
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
Mickey Wheeler (803) 778-7809 or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 409 or E-mail: wheelermb@cctech.edu
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Excellent foundation for various career tracks in the health care field.  Advancement opportunities could 
include management positions within a facility.
FALL 2004
STUDENT PROFILE
Varied skills are required including administrative, clerical, technical, and clinical.
FALL 2006 FALL 2007
53.20 38.93 45.13
FALL 2007
40.13
FOR MORE INFO:
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
67 75
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
PROGRAM:  MEDICAL ASSISTING (15214)
73
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
AWARD:  DIPLOMA
95
602.00 798.00 584.00 677.00
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
Medical assistant, hospital ward clerk, medical secretary, medical transcriptionist, receptionist for medical 
setting, phlebotomist and  medical billing clerk. 
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
49
HEADCOUNT 1 0 3 4
FTE 0.3 0.0 1.33 2.33
CREDIT HRS 5.0 0.0 20.00 35.00
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 25 1 33 3 33 2 29 2 33
     Part-time 1 100 0 0 3 100 3 75 2 67 6 67 5 71 4 67
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 1 33 1 25 2 67 2 22 1 14 1 17
     Male 1 100 0 0 2 67 3 75 1 33 7 78 6 86 5 83
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0 2 67 2 50 0 2 22 3 43 3 50
     White 1 0 0 0 1 33 2 50 3 100 7 78 4 57 3 50
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 
# of Graduates 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 2
#Avail Placement 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 2
Placement Rate 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 50
1st Year 1 3 2 3
2nd Year 0 0 1 1
DVS 0 1 0 1
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:         $24,960 - $31,200 per year
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
Dink Coleman (803) 778-6678, E-mail: colemanlm@cctech.eduFOR MORE INFO:
Employment opportunities abound.  Graduates can expect to find employment anywhere design,  
construction, facility maintenance, or manufacturing is conducted.
The opportunity to work on major infrastructure projects such as power plants, roads and bridges, and 
prominent buildings.
Places of 
Employment
A graduate could find employment with a consulting engineer, land surveyor, architect, construction 
contractor, or manufacturing industry, and many state and local agencies.
FALL 2005
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
AWARD:  DIPLOMA
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
PROGRAM:  ENGINEERING GRAPHICS (15302)
FALL 2005
6
0
3 9
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005
2.07 5.67
FALL 2004
7
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FALL 2006
3
32
FALL 2003
3 4
2
1
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
4.27
64.00
FALL 2006
FALL 2003
31.00 85.00
FALL 2000
6
3.13
47.00
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2004
0
50
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 4 33 7 44 8 42 11 48 4 27 13 57 4 36 4 33
     Part-time 8 67 9 56 11 58 12 52 11 73 10 43 7 64 8 67
GENDER
     Female 1 8 1 6 1 5 1 8 1 7 2 9 0 1 8
     Male 11 92 15 94 18 95 11 92 14 93 21 91 11 100 11 92
RACE
     Black 2 17 4 25 10 53 8 35 9 60 8 35 5 45 5 42
     White 10 83 12 75 8 42 15 65 5 33 14 61 6 55 6 50
     Other 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 1 7 1 4 0 1 8
GRADUATES 3 2 1 5 7 2 2 1
#Avail Placement 3 2 1 5 7 1 2 1
PLACEMENT RATE 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 4 13 10 17 11 21 7 11
2nd Year 4 1 6 4 2 1 3 0
DVS 5 1 2 2 2 1
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
Billy Morrow (803) 778-6674 or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 274 or E-mail: morrowwb@cctech.edu
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FOR MORE INFO:
PROGRAM:  AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS (15330)
AWARD:  DIPLOMA
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
12
7.27
109.00
FALL 2005
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2003
6.33
95.00
23
239.00
15.93
11
STUDENT PROFILE
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT:
Job opportunities in automotive repair are plentiful for those who have completed a diploma.  Industry is currently 150,000 technicians short 
nationwide. 
$20,800-$33,280 plus incentive bonus annually
Many technicians earn an annual bonus in addition to the salary.  As a technician's knowledge and efficiency increases so 
does earning potential.
New/used car dealerships, independent repair shops, franchise repair shops, parts suppliers and self-employment. 
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
127.0
16 19
8.5 11.27 13.33
12
169.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2006
200.00
FALL 2002
15.80
1523
140.00
9.33
237.00
FALL 2003
FALL 2006
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
FALL 2004
Qualified technician will never be unemployed.  Work can be found anywhere vehicles are found.  Opportunities are endless 
for those who keep their skills up-to-date. 
51
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 13 38 7 25 13 52 7 28 5 33 7 50 11 52 8 40
     Part-time 21 62 21 75 12 48 18 72 10 67 7 50 10 48 12 60
GENDER
     Female 6 18 3 11 2 8 3 12 2 13 3 21 0 1 5
     Male 28 82 25 89 23 92 22 88 13 87 11 79 21 100 19 95
RACE
     Black 10 29 6 21 6 24 5 20 4 27 4 29 6 29 9 45
     White 23 68 22 79 17 68 20 80 11 73 10 71 15 71 10 50
     Other 1 3 2 8 0 0 0 0 1 5
GRADUATES 17 11 15 4 16 9 6 8
#Avail Placement 17 11 15 4 16 9 5 8
PLACEMENT RATE 88 100 100 100 100 89 100 100
1st Year 15 12 18 10
2nd Year 16 15 6 13
DVS 3 1 1 2
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
FOR MORE INFO:
Individuals obtain a skilled trade which will be continuously in demand.  With additional education, individuals could move 
into CNC programming or into the engineering field. 
Brent Russell  (803) 778-6689 or 1-800-221-8711 ext: 289 or E-mail: russellrb@cctech.edu
PROGRAM:  MACHINE TOOL (15370)
AWARD:  DIPLOMA
FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
Machine operator, machinist, tool and die apprentice, and CNC operator. 
FALL 2006
36
2
PROGRAM PROFILE
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
25.0
28
FALL 2006
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007
16.6717.67 18.33
FALL 2003FALL 2000
34 25
FALL 2005
11.0016.53
2021
13.27
199.00
STUDENT PROFILE
248.00
14
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
165.00
FALL 2005
$15 - $18
FALL 2004
25 15
375.0 265.0 275.00
FALL 2004
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
250.00
FALL 2006
FALL 2003
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
4
0
8
10 13
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
Manufacturing facilities, tool rooms, machine shops
7
9.27
139.00
FALL 2000
16
52
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0
1st Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.000.00
8.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.0
0
0.00
0.00.0
0.00
0
0.00
0.0
0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2003
AWARD:  DIPLOMA
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
PROGRAM:  INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS DPL (15372)  -  PROGRAM CANCELLED
0
0.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2007
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
FALL 2005
FALL 2007
0
0.00
FALL 2005
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007
1 0 0
FALL 2004
53
PROGRAM:  INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS (15373)  -  PROGRAM CANCELLED
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 5 100 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 1 20 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 4 80 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 3 60 0 0 0 0 0
     White 2 40 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 4 1 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 4 1 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 100
1st Year 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 2 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0.00
0.0
5
1.7
0
0.0
0.0
FALL 2007
0.00
0
FALL 2003
FALL 2005
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2006
AWARD:  DIPLOMA
FALL 2000 FALL 2002FALL 2001
0.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
25.0
FALL 2003FALL 2002
STUDENT PROFILE
0.00.0
FALL 2007
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0.000.00
00
FALL 2007FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2004
54
PROGRAM:  EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT (15508)
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 24 30 21 20 12 17 7 16 1 5 2 11 5 31 2 29
     Part-time 55 70 82 80 60 83 36 84 20 95 16 89 11 69 5 71
GENDER
     Female 78 99 103 100 72 100 43 100 21 100 18 100 16 100 7 100
     Male 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 60 76 86 83 62 86 38 88 17 81 14 78 13 81 6 86
     White 15 19 15 15 7 10 5 12 3 14 4 22 2 13 1 14
     Other 4 5 2 2 3 4 0 1 5 0 1 6 0
GRADUATES 0 7 11 12 13 16 11 19
#Avail Placement 0 7 10 11 13 15 11 16
PLACEMENT RATE 0 86 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 45 63 47 27 10 10 10 5
2nd Year 13 20 13 13 9 7 5 3
DVS 18 19 12 3 2 1
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: Public and private nursery schools, family and group child care.
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
Early Care and Education is a rewarding career with many opportunities to make a difference in the lives of 
children.  Childcare is a growing field and employment opportunities are expected to remain plentiful. 
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Pam Dinkins (803) 778-7802 or 1-800-221-8711 Ext: 402.  E-mail: dinkinsph@cctech.edu                                            
Nursery schools, child care centers.
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
AWARD:  DIPLOMA
FALL 2003
8.4
126.00
FALL 2004
79 103 72
FALL 2003 FALL 2005
46.3 49.67 33.73
18
FALL 2006
16
115.00
19.13
2143
287.00
FALL 2006FALL 2004
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2007
7.67 7.40
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006FALL 2000
Curriculum is based on a practical, hands-on experience.  Students gain experience through practicum 
experiences in child care settings and schools.
7
3.80
57.00
$9,000 to $12,000 annually
694.0 745.0 506.00 111.00
FALL 2007
55
CERTIFICATES
56
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FALL 2007
PROGRAM:  MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS (60135)
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2003FALL 2000 FALL 2001
0 0
FALL 2002
0.0
0.0 0.0
0 0
FALL 2003
0 0
0.00.0 0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2006 FALL 2007FALL 2000
0
0.0
0.0
FALL 2006
0
0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0
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HEADCOUNT 1 0 0 0
FTE 0.7
CREDIT HRS 10.0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
FALL 2005FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0.0
FALL 2004
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
PROGRAM:  WASTEWATER TREATMENT (60290)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2003
00
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
0
FALL 2007
0
0.0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2007
0.0
0.00.0 0.0
FALL 2006FALL 2000
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
PROGRAM:  HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (60494)     (Program Cancelled)
0.0
0 0
FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0.0 0.0
0.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0
FALL 2006
0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0.0
0.0
0.0
FALL 2002 FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0.0
0 0
FALL 2003
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2007
0.0
FALL 2006
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HEADCOUNT 1 2 0 0
FTE 0.2 1.0 0 0.0
CREDIT HRS 3.0 15.0 0.0 0.0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 100 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 6 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 4 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 50 100 0 100 0 0 0 0
1st Year 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0.0
FALL 2004
0.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2005 FALL 2006
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0.0 0.0
0
0.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2007FALL 2006
PROGRAM:  PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR (60513)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0.0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
0.0
FALL 2006
60
PROGRAM:  INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE WORKFORCE I (60595)
HEADCOUNT 22 21 0 0
FTE 11.9 11.33 0 0
CREDIT HRS 179.0 170.0 0.0 0.0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 22 100 21 100 0 0 0 37 100 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 0 0
     Male 22 100 21 100 0 0 0 34 92 0 0
RACE
     Black 7 32 6 29 0 0 0 16 43 0 0
     White 14 64 15 71 0 0 0 21 57 0 0
     Other 1 4 0 0 0
GRADUATES 12 23 39 0 11 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 12 23 39 0 11 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 100 100 100 0 100 0 0 0
1st Year 21 20 0 0 0 33 0 0
2nd Year 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
FALL 2006
0 37
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2004
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2006
0 9.87
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0.0 148.0
FALL 2005 FALL 2007
FALL 2007
0
0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
0
0.0
61
PROGRAM: ELECTRO-MECHANICAL WORKFORCE (60616)
HEADCOUNT 9 11 0 0
FTE 4.5 5.87 0 0
CREDIT HRS 67.0 88.0 0.0 0.0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 9 100 11 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 9 100 11 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 3 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 6 67 11 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 13 18 21 1 0 6 0 0
#Avail Placement 13 18 21 1 0 6 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 100 100 100 100 0 100 0 0
1st Year 9 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0           0 0 0 0 0
0
FALL 2006
0.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2004
0.0
FALL 2004
FALL 2006
00
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0
0
0.0
FALL 2005
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2000 FALL 2006FALL 2005
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
0
62
HEADCOUNT 32 8 6 2
FTE 13.6 3.0 2.20 0.60
CREDIT HRS 204.0 45.0 33.0 9.0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 30 94 8 100 6 100 2 100 2 100 3 100 6 100 6 100
GENDER
     Female 4 13 2 25 1 17 1 50 0 0 1 17 2 33
     Male 28 87 6 75 5 83 1 50 2 100 3 100 5 83 4 67
RACE
     Black 8 25 2 25 2 33 0 0 2 67 1 17 6 100
     White 20 63 3 37 4 67 2 100 2 100 1 33 5 83 0
     Other 4 12 3 37 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 8 44 13 6 10 3 5 10
#Avail Placement 6 44 11 5 9 3 5 9
PLACEMENT RATE 100 100 100 100 89 100 80 100
1st Year 27 5 7 1 1 3 4 3
2nd Year 10 3 0 1 1 0 2 3
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
3
FALL 2005
1.60
12.0 24.0
FALL 2004
FALL 2004
2
0.80
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
3.20
48.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
PROGRAM:  INTERNETWORKING (CISCO) (60649)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2006FALL 2005 FALL 2007FALL 2001
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
$25,000 - $30,000 annually depending upon education and experience
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Television stations, telephone companies, schools and colleges, internet service providers, professional offices (e.g., attorneys, 
doctors, insurance companies, etc.), and government offices
This certificate is based on the CISCO Networking Academy Program and prepares the student for the CISCO Certified Networking 
Associate (CCNA) exam.  The College has articulation agreements with high schools in the college's service area which provide 
credit for certain college-level computer and networking courses taken in high school. 
Barbara Wells  (803) 778-6687, 1-800-221-8711 ext. 287 or wellsbe@cctech.edu                                  
High demand for network specialists exists. Network technology is constantly changing.  There are excellent opportunities for career 
growth and development. 
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
6
2.60
39.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
6
Data network specialist who builds and supports local area and wide area networks. 
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HEADCOUNT 1 0 0
FTE 0.47 0 0
CREDIT HRS 7.0 0.0 0.0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 1 50 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 100 0 0 0 1 50 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 1 100 0 0 0 2 100 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 1 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 1 6 0 2 2 0
#Avail Placement 0 1 6 0 2 2 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 100 100 0 100 100 0
1st Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 1 0 0 2 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
0.0
FALL 2005 FALL 2007
FALL 2007
0
0
FALL 2004 FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
2 0
1.53 0
23.0 0.0
FALL 2005
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2004
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
PROGRAM:  ADVANCED TOOL MAKING (60703)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2006FALL 2000
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HEADCOUNT 1 0 1
FTE 0.2 0 0.13
CREDIT HRS 3.0 0.0 2.0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 100 0 0 1 100 3 100 1 100 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 1 33 0 0 0
     Male 1 100 0 0 1 100 2 67 1 100 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 1 100 1 33 1 100 0 0
     White 1 100 0 0 0 2 67 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 0 1 8 3 1 0
#Avail Placement 0 0 1 8 3 1 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 0 100 88 100 0 0
1st Year 1 0 1 3 1 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0
0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004
Len Hopkins  (803) 778-6663, 1-800-221-8711 ext. 263 or E-mail: hopkinsle@cctech.edu
John Watson  (803) 778-6676, 1-800-221-8711  ext. 276; or E-mail: watsonja@cctech.edu
1.00 0.40
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2005
Designed for employees in industry interested in developing supervisor/leadership skills.
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
Business and industry.
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL 2006
PROGRAM:  SUPERVISOR/LEADERSHIP (60748)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2005
0
0
015.0 6.0
3 1
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Increase promotional opportunities.
FOR MORE 
INFORMATION:
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PROGRAM:  AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS (60757)     (Program Cancelled)
HEADCOUNT 1 1 0
FTE 0.53 0.47 0.00
CREDIT HRS 8.0 7.0 0.0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 100 1 100 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0
     Male 1 100 1 100 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 1 100 1 100 0 0 0
     White
     Other
GRADUATES 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 0 0 0 0
1st Year 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 1 1 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2002
0.00 0.00
00
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0.0 0.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2002 FALL 2006FALL 2005FALL 2003 FALL 2004FALL 2000 FALL 2001
FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
66
PROGRAM:  BASIC INDUSTRIAL GRAPHICS AND CAD  (60778)
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 1 4 1 4 0 0 1 10 0
     Part-time 22 100 25 96 26 96 21 100 9 90 1 100 1 100
GENDER
     Female 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0
     Male 22 100 26 100 26 96 21 100 10 100 1 100 1 100
RACE
     Black 3 14 5 19 15 56 4 19 6 60 1 100 0
     White 16 72 20 77 12 44 17 81 4 40 1 100
     Other 3 14 1 4 0 0 0
GRADUATES 
    # Graduates 9 0 7 3 0 0
    #Available for Placement 0 0 0 0 0 0
    Placement Rate 0 0 0 0 0 0
    1st Year 23 26 27 21 10 0 0
    2nd Year 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
    DVS 0 0 0 0 0
*Fall 2001 stats were extracted from Fall Closing R 1213, 1205
*Fall 2001 stats were extracted from Fall Closing EDSS ENR 101Q
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
1
0.27
4.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
7.20
FALL 2006
10
AWARD: CERTIFICATE
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2005FALL 2004FALL 2000 FALL 2001
21
108.0 71.0
4.73
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2005 FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
1
0.40
6.0
27
15.00
225.0
26
13.80
207.0
*23
12.27
184.0
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HEADCOUNT 0
FTE 0
CREDIT HRS 0.0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 1 100 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 1 100 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 1 100 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES
     #Graduates 0 0 0 0 0 0
     #Available for Placement 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Placement Rate 0 0 0 0
    1st Year 1 0 0 0 0 0
    2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0
    DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT:
UNIQUE ASPECTS: Provides overview of Industrial and Engineering Technology. 
FOR MORE INFO: Brent Russell (803)778-6689 or 1-800-221-8711, Ext. 289 or E-mail: russellrb@cctech.edu
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
STUDENT PROFILE
0
0
0.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2003
0
FALL 2004
0.93
FALL 2005
0 0
0.0 0.0
0
FALL 2006FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
14.0
Varies with selected program of study - usually $10 - $15 per hour.
FALL 2006
0
0
0.0
Excellent preparation for entry into one of eight programs in Industrial and Engineering Technology. 
Area industry as well as public sector employment.
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
FALL 2005FALL 2000
FALL 2002
1
FALL 2001 FALL 2002
PROGRAM: PRE-INDUSTRIAL (60797)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 1 6 16 42 7 35 17 33 9 36 1 25
     Part-time 16 94 22 58 13 65 35 67 16 64 3 75
GENDER
     Female 11 65 25 66 12 60 32 62 14 56 2 50
     Male 6 35 13 34 8 40 20 38 11 44 2 50
RACE
     Black 8 47 13 34 11 55 18 35 9 36 2 50
     White 8 47 24 63 9 45 34 65 16 64 2 50
     Other 1 6 1 3 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 
    # Graduates 0 0 2 1 0
    #Available for Placement 0 0 2 1 0
    Placement Rate 0 0 100 100 0
    1st Year N/A N/A N/A 272 264 261
    2nd Year N/A N/A N/A 6 2 0
    DVS N/A N/A N/A              0
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
4
2.73
41.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
FALL 2007
FALL 2006
25
PROGRAM:  GENERAL EDUCATION  (60799)
AWARD: CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
10.47 27.73
20 52
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
17 38
157.0 416.0
7.87
118.0
22.27
334.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2007
14.27
214.0
69
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 11 100 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0
     Male 11 100 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 6 55 0 0 0
     White 5 45 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0
GRADUATES 
# Graduates 0 0 0 0
#Avail. for Placement 0 0 0 0
Placement Rate 0 0 0 0
1st Year 10 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0
DVS 1 0 0 0
FALL 2007
FALL 2006
15.0
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2007
1.00 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 0 0
PROGRAM:  HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR  (60852)
AWARD: CERTIFICATE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
0
0.0 0.0 0.0
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 1 0
     Part-time 0 2 100 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 2 100 1 0
     Male 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 1 50 1 0
     White 0 1 50 0
     Other 0 0 0
GRADUATES
#Graduates 0 0 0 0
Avail. Placement 0 0 0 0
Placement Rate 0 0 0 0
1st Year 0 2 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 1 0
DVS 0 0 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
PROGRAM:  INFANT AND TODDLER CARE (60862)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
0.80 0.8 0.0
12.0 0.0
0 1
0.0
2 0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
0.0 12.0
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
AVG. STARTING SALARY:      $9,000 to $12,000 annually
Nursery schools, family group homesPLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
Public and private nursery schools, family and group childcare.
Curriculum is based on practical, hands-on experience.
FOR MORE INFO: Pam Dinkins (803) 778-7802 or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 402 or E-mail: 
dinkinsph@cctech.edu
PROGRAM PROFILE
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES
#Graduates 0 0 0 0
Avail. Placement 0 0 0 0
Placement Rate 0 0 0 0
1st Year 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
David Watson (803) 778-7882 or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 482 or E-mail: watsonds@cctech.edu
This certificate is based on the CISCO Networking Academy Program and prepares the 
student for the firewall specialist certification exams. The college has articulation 
agreements with high schools in the college's service area, which provide credit for 
particular college level computer and Cisco networking courses taken in high school.
PROGRAM:  NETWORK SECURITY PROFESSIONAL (60863)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0 0
0.0 0.0
0
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
0.0 0.0
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
AV. STARTING SALARY:  $28,000 to $45,000 annually depending upon education and experience.  
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
Cable television stations, telephone companies, schools and colleges, internet service 
providers, professional offices, (e.g., attorneys, doctors, insurance companies, etc.), and 
government offices.
FOR MORE INFO:
Network administrator, network security system designer, wide area network (WAN) 
manager.
72
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 156 57 186 44 224 43
     Part-time 120 43 232 56 299 57
GENDER
     Female 219 79 334 80 404 77
     Male 57 21 84 20 119 23
RACE
     Black 191 69 294 70 396 76
     White 83 30 114 27 119 23
     Other 2 1 10 2 8 1
GRADUATES
#Graduates 0 3 32
Avail. Placement 0 3 29
Placement Rate 0 100 100
1st Year 172 417 493
2nd Year 2 4 8
DVS 102
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
2643.0
418 523
253.53 313.40
3803.0 4701.0
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
PROGRAM:  COLLEGE STUDIES (60886)
276
176.20
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0
     Part-time 5 100
GENDER
     Female 0
     Male 5 100
RACE
     Black 0
     White 5 100
     Other 0
GRADUATES 
# Graduates
#Avail. for Placement
Placement Rate
1st Year 9
2nd Year
DVS
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
Joshua Castleberry (803) 778-6601, E-mail: castleberryjs@cctech.edu
PROGRAM PROFILE
Water distribution operator, water treatment operator.
Industries, environmental laboratories, regulatory agencies, municipalities (utilities), environmental assessment 
companies, and engineering firms.
FOR MORE INFO:
Approved by SC Labor, Licensing and Regulation (SCLLR) and the Environmental Certification Board (ECB) to 
count toward one year of work experience.  Only program of its kind in South Carolina.
FALL 2007
AVG. STARTING SALARY:    $22,000 - $29,000 per year 
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
30.0
2.00
5
PROGRAM:  WATER OPERATOR (60944)
AWARD: CERTIFICATE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007
74
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0
     Part-time 4 100
GENDER
     Female 0
     Male 4 100
RACE
     Black 1 25
     White 3 75
     Other 0
GRADUATES 
# Graduates
#Avail. for Placement
Placement Rate
1st Year 5
2nd Year
DVS
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
Joshua Castleberry (803) 778-6601, E-mail: castleberryjs@cctech.eduFOR MORE INFO:
PROGRAM PROFILE
Physical/chemical (P/C) wastewater operator, Biological wastewater operator. 
AVG. STARTING SALARY:    $22,000 - $29,000 per year 
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
Industries, environmental laboratories, regulatory agencies, municipalities (utilities), environmental assessment 
companies, and engineering firms.
Approved by SC Labor, Licensing and Regulation (SCLLR) and the Environmental Certification Board (ECB) to 
count toward one year of work experience.  Only program of its kind in South Carolina.
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
24.0
1.60
4
AWARD: CERTIFICATE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007
PROGRAM:  WASTEWATER OPERATOR (60945)
75
PROGRAM:  GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM OPERATOR (60947)
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0
     Part-time 2 100
GENDER
     Female 1 50
     Male 1 50
RACE
     Black 0
     White 1 50
     Other 1 50
GRADUATES 
# Graduates
#Avail. for Placement
Placement Rate
1st Year 1
2nd Year 0
DVS
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
UNIQUE ASPECTS: Individual will produce maps while also working with people and policies.
Mike Shealy (803) 469-2350, E-mail: shealymg@cctech.edu
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
12.0
0.80
2
AWARD: CERTIFICATE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007
FOR MORE INFO:
City and county mapping offices.  State and federal agencies, forestry, wildlife, parks, conservation service, and 
private and industrial natural resource management companies.
City and county mapping offices, South Carolina Forestry Commission, South Carolina Department of Natural 
Resources, Natural Resource Conservation Services, and forestry industry, South Carolina Parks and Recreation, 
County Parks and Recreation.
PROGRAM PROFILE
AVG. STARTING SALARY:    $22,000 - $25,000 per year 
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
76
HEADCOUNT 6 0 0 0
FTE 3.2 0.0 0 0
CREDIT HRS 48.0 0.0 0 0
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 6 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 6 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 1 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 5 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 13 7 11 0 0 1 1
#Avail Placement 12 7 10 0 0 1 1
PLACEMENT RATE 83 100 100 0 0 100 100
1st Year 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0
0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
FALL 2005
0
0
0
FALL 2006
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
PROGRAM:  BASIC AIR/COND/HEAT/SHEET METAL STATE TECH (70018)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0 0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0 0
00
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003FALL 2000
FALL 2000
FALL 2004
FALL 2006
FALL 2005
77
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 0
     Part-time 1 100 0 11 79
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 0
     Male 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 11 79 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 71 0
     White 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 4 29 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 80 0 100 0 0 0 0 0
1st Year
2nd Year
DVS
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
14
9.87
148.0
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2006
0 0
FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000
PROGRAM:  WELDING I, II, III (70081)
0
FALL 2004 FALL 2006FALL 2005
0 0
0
FALL 2004
0
0
0
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
9 0
5 0
1
0.4
6.0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
78
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 3 13 2 7 6 21 4 15 3 16 3 12 3 18 5 45
     Part-time 21 87 28 93 22 79 22 85 16 84 23 88 14 82 6 55
GENDER
     Female 2 8 2 7 2 7 2 8 0 1 4 1 6 0
     Male 22 92 28 93 26 93 24 92 19 100 25 96 16 94 11 100
RACE
     Black 12 50 11 37 15 54 10 38 8 42 15 58 10 59 8 73
     White 9 38 17 57 13 46 16 62 9 47 11 42 7 41 3 27
     Other 3 12 2 6 0 0 2 11 0 0 0
GRADUATES 2 10 13 17 17 14 11 12
#Avail Placement 2 10 12 17 17 14 11 12
PLACEMENT RATE 100 100 100 100 100 93 82 75
1st Year 18 23 24 20
2nd Year 6 4 1 5
DVS 1 4 4 1
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
Becton-Dickinson, Federal Mogul, Pilgrims Pride, International Paper, Thompson Industries, Interlake, Hengst Industries and many 
others. 
Excellent pay, stable employment, excellent opportunities for advancement locally and nationwide. Identifies as the top growth 
market in Sumter County. 
Jobs are very secure and are usually not just 40 hours per week.  Overtime allows individuals to earn $50,000 to $90,000 yearly with 
two years of experience.
11
4
PROGRAM PROFILE
11
4
2
14
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
11
7.53
113.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
159.0
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
FALL 2007FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
1
26
11.53
241.0
19
FALL 2007
17
10.60
PROGRAM:  INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE  (70096)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2003
16.07
173.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
Industrial mechanic, industrial sales, set-up technician, technical associate and millwright
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
20
4
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
4
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
$15 to $25 per hour.
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
Larry Grice (803) 778-6679 or 1-800-221-8711 ext: 279 or E-mail: gricelc@cctech.edu                                    
24
11.0
165.0
30
16.87
253.0
28
19.13
287.0
26
18.33
275.0
79
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 1 20 2 40 1 50 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 4 80 3 60 1 50 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 4 80 3 60 1 50 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 1 20 2 40 1 50 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 3 60 4 80 2 100 0 0 0 0 0
     White 1 20 1 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 1 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Avail Placement 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1st Year 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
 DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
0
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
0.0
0
0
FALL 2003
0
PROGRAM:  GENERAL BUSINESS (70186)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
FALL 2005
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
0
FALL 2005
0.0 0.0
FALL 2004
2
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
5
3
45
5
3
45
1.2
18
0
0
0
80
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0
1st Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0
0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0
FALL 2006
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0 0
0
0
0
0
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0
0
PROGRAM:  LABORATORY TECHNICIAN (70190)
FALL 2003
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
2
1.7
26
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
81
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 3 27 6 22 8 35 6 22 6 16 3 11 2 14 2 18
     Part-time 8 73 21 78 15 65 21 78 31 84 24 89 12 86 9 82
GENDER
     Female 11 100 27 100 23 100 27 100 36 97 27 100 14 100 9 82
     Male 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 2 18
RACE
     Black 9 82 19 70 15 65 22 81 31 84 24 89 12 86 9 82
     White 1 9 6 22 7 30 5 19 5 14 3 11 1 7 1 9
     Other 1 9 2 8 1 4 0 1 2 0 1 7 1 9
GRADUATES 5 11 10 6 13 17 16 15
#Avail Placement 4 11 9 5 13 17 16 12
PLACEMENT RATE 100 91 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 9 15 16 19 25 19 11 9
2nd Year 3 1 0 1 4 4 3 2
DVS 1 12 8 7 8 4
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: Public and private nursery schools, family and group child care.
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT: Nursery schools, child care centers
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
11
5.80
87.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
14
5.60
84.0
FALL 2006
18.40
276.0 156.0
PROGRAM:  EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT (70191)
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2003
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
37 27
10.40
11
5.5
83.0
27
13.47
202.0
FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2006
PROGRAM PROFILE
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Pam Dinkins (803) 778-7802 or 1-800-221-8711, ext. 402 or E-mail: dinkinsph@cctech.edu
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
$9,000 - $12,000 annually
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
23
11.40
171.0
27
13.00
195.0
Early Care and Education is a rewarding career with many opportunities. Child care is a growing field and employment 
opportunities are expected to remain plentiful.
Curriculum is based on a practical, hands-on experience.  Students gain experience through practicum experiences in child care 
settings and schools.
82
PROGRAM:  INFORMATION PROCESSING (70261)
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 9 47 9 25 10 27 8 24 6 23 3 12 1 4 3 38
     Part-time 10 53 27 75 27 73 25 76 20 77 23 88 23 96 5 62
GENDER
     Female 18 95 35 97 35 95 32 97 24 92 25 96 22 92 6 75
     Male 1 5 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 8 1 4 2 8 2 25
RACE
     Black 11 58 27 75 32 86 28 85 19 73 14 54 14 58 6 75
     White 7 37 8 22 4 11 5 15 7 27 10 38 10 42 2 25
     Other 1 5 1 3 1 3 0 2 8 0 0
GRADUATES 3 3 6 6 9 7 8 17
#Avail Placement 3 3 4 6 8 6 8 16
PLACEMENT RATE 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 94
1st Year 10 26 25 20 16 19 11 7
2nd Year 3 3 6 5 5 5 13 2
DVS 5 7 5 8 5 2
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: Entry-level positions in any organization or business that has a computer oriented office environment. 
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
A quality administrative assistant will never be without a job. Can move from entry-level position to more advanced position as 
experience increases.  Skills provide the opportunity to work while pursuing additional education such as seeking the diploma or the 
associate degree. 
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
26
208.0
26
13.87 12.60
FALL 2003
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
$16,000 - $20,000 annually depending on education and experience. 
Barbara Wells  (803) 778-6687, 1-800-221-8711 ext. 287 or E-mail: wellsbe@cctech.edu                                                          
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
Attorneys, doctors, manufacturing, schools and colleges, CPA offices, insurance companies, government organizations, charities, and 
churches. 
FALL 2006
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
Courses taken in the Information Processing certificate will lead to the Automated Office Diploma, which will lead 
to the Associate Degree in Office Systems Technology.  The college has articulation agreements with high schools in 
the college's service area, which provide credit for college level courses taken in high school.
24
11.40
171.0
FALL 2006
189.0
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
8
4.80
72.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
19
12.2
183.0
36
19.07
286.0
37
19.53
293.0
33
16.20
243.0
83
PROGRAM:  INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS (70275)
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 4 33 2 17 10 56 4 29 5 38 2 15 3 38 2 9
     Part-time 8 67 10 83 8 44 10 71 8 62 11 85 5 62 20 91
GENDER
     Female 1 9 1 8 0 0 1 8 3 23 8 100 0
     Male 11 91 11 92 18 100 14 100 12 92 10 77 0 22 100
RACE
     Black 5 42 6 50 7 39 5 36 4 31 7 54 5 62 15 68
     White 5 42 6 50 11 61 9 64 8 62 6 46 3 38 7 32
     Other 2 16 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 0
GRADUATES 3 12 4 4 5 3 2 1
#Avail Placement 3 12 4 4 5 3 2 1
PLACEMENT RATE 100 92 100 100 100 67 100 100
1st Year 10 11 15 8 8 8 6 22
2nd Year 2 0 1 2 2 1 2 4
DVS 3 1 0 3 3 4
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: Entry-level employment in the fields of industrial/electrical maintenance, electrical equipment repair, and related fields. 
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
The ability to work with and maintain the proper operation of various types of electrical equipment and processes.  Medical and 
dental insurance, retirement, stock options, paid vacations.
FALL 2006
8
68.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
13
FALL 2006
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2003
7.008.27
13
4.53
FALL 2007
B&D, Caterpillar, Color-Fi, Eaton, Cooper Tools, Pilgrim's Pride
FALL 2007
$15 - $18 per hour
105.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
Promotion to leadership, supervisory and management positions. 
John Propst (803) 778-6691 or 1-800-221-8711 ext: 291 or E-mail: propstjw@cctech.edu                                         
PROGRAM PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
22
11.40
171.0
STUDENT PROFILE
12 12 18 14
129.0
FALL 2006FALL 2005
124.0
7.6
114.0
6.2
93.0
11.40
171.0
8.60
84
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 22 34 1 50
     Part-time 42 66 1 50
GENDER
     Female 63 98 2 100
     Male 1 2 0 0
RACE
     Black 35 55 1 50
     White 28 44 1 50
     Other 1 1 0 0
GRADUATES 7 23 2
#Avail Placement 6 22 2
PLACEMENT RATE 100 86 100
1st Year 40 0
2nd Year 15 1
DVS 10 0
FALL 2004
FALL 1999FALL 1998
FALL 2003
Discon't
FALL 2001
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
PROGRAM:  BASIC MEDICAL ASSISTANT (70299)  (Program Discontinued)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
64 2
39.5 1.3
FALL 1998 FALL 1999 FALL 2000 FALL 2002
FALL 2001
FALL 2005
FALL 2005
FALL 2005
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
593.0 20.0
FALL 2001
FALL 2004FALL 1998 FALL 1999 FALL 2000
85
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 1 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 1 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
1st Year 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2007
0
0
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
0
FALL 2002 FALL 2003FALL 2001
0 0
0 0
FALL 2004
0
PROGRAM:  PRE-PHARMACY TECHNICIAN (70300)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
01 0
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0
FALL 2005
FALL 2004
FALL 2000
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0
0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2005FALL 2000
0.5
8.0
1
0.47
7.0 0
0
0
0
86
PROGRAM:  DRAFTING WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS (70329)
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 2 18 0 1 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 9 82 4 100 2 67 5 100 4 100 1 100 2 100 1 100
GENDER
     Female 1 9 0 0 2 40 1 25 0 0 1 50 0
     Male 10 91 4 100 3 100 3 60 3 75 1 100 1 50 1 100
RACE
     Black 4 36 2 50 2 67 3 60 3 75 1 100 2 1
     White 6 55 2 50 1 33 2 40 1 25 0 0 0 0
     Other 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1st Year 8 3 3 4 2 1 1 0
2nd Year 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
DVS 2 1 0 0 1 0
1
0.67
FALL 2006FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000
FALL 2006
13.0
FALL 2005
FALL 2003
1.73
4
26.0
2
0.87
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
10.0
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
1
0.47
7.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2000
11 4 3 5
1.27
19.0
1.87
28.0
1.53
23.0
5.9
88.0
87
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE
1st Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Prep Nurs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2003
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2007FALL 2006
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
0
0.0
0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0 0 0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
PROGRAM:  PATIENT CARE TECHNICIAN (70343)
0
0
0.0
0
0.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0
0
0.0
FALL 2006
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2006
00
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.00.0
0
88
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 2 22 2 18 1 20 0 0 0 0 3 100 3 75
     Part-time 6 100 7 78 9 82 4 80 4 100 2 100 0 1 25
GENDER
     Female 2 33 0 0 2 40 0 0 0 0 1 25
     Male 4 67 9 100 11 100 3 60 4 100 2 100 3 100 3 75
RACE
     Black 4 67 5 56 6 55 3 60 2 50 2 100 1 33 2 50
     White 2 33 4 44 4 36 2 40 2 50 0 0 2 67 2 50
     Other 0 0 0 1 9 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 1 2 1 4 2 1 0
#Avail Placement 0 1 2 1 4 2 1 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 0
1st Year 5 7 9 1 3 0 3 3
2nd Year 0 2 1 3 1 0 0 1
 DVS 1 0 1 1 0 2
PROGRAM:  MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR (70389)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
33.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
13.0
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
2
2.20 0.87
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005
2.87
FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2004
43.0
4
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
4
3.13
47.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
36
2.7
40.0
9
5.53
83.0
11
7.00
105.0
5
2.27
34.0
89
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE
1st Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0 0
0 0
0.0 0.0
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
PROGRAM:  CNC MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR (70392)     (Program Cancelled)
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
0
0
0.0
FALL 2005
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007
0
0
0.0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
STUDENT PROFILE
0
0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
90
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 100 0
1st Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00 1
0.0 0.20
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
PROGRAM:  ADVANCED MEDICAL ASSISTANT (70413)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0.0
0.0
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
0.0 3.0
FALL 2006
FALL 2007FALL 2000 FALL 2001
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0.0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2003FALL 2002
0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
91
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 3 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 25 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 2 50 1 50 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 2 50 1 50 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 4 100 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 100 100 100
1st Year 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
PROGRAM:  CORRECTIONS/SECURITY (70468)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2005
0.0
0
0.0 0.0
0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0.0
0.0
0.0
FALL 2006FALL 2004
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0.0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
4
2.8
42.0
2
1.0
15.0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 1 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 50 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 2 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 1 50 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 1 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 100
1st Year 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PROGRAM:  OFFICE SUPPORT/ACCOUNTING (70469)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0.0
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0
0.0
0
0.0 0.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
0.0
0.0
FALL 2006
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0.0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
02
1.2
18.0
1
0.8
12.0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 47 47 8 27 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 54 53 22 73 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 95 94 30 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 58 57 22 73 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 39 39 8 27 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 100
1st Year 58 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Nurs Prep 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
PROGRAM:  ALLIED HEALTH PREP. (70555)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0 0
0.0
FALL 2006
0.0 0.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
FALL 2006
0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
0
101
68.5
1028.0
30
16.73
251.0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0.0
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PROGRAM:  MEDICAL LAB TECHNOLOGY (70556)     (Program Cancelled)
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE
1st Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
FALL 2005
0.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
00
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
0.0
0.0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0.0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2000
0 0 0 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 13 46 4 36 11 42 11 35 20 45 12 32 16 34 17 38
     Part-time 15 54 7 64 15 58 20 65 24 55 25 68 31 66 28 62
GENDER
     Female 8 29 10 91 25 96 24 77 34 77 28 76 34 72 23 51
     Male 20 71 1 9 1 4 7 23 10 23 9 24 13 28 22 49
RACE
     Black 14 50 6 55 15 58 14 45 22 50 16 43 18 38 21 47
     White 12 43 5 45 10 38 16 52 22 50 19 51 27 57 22 49
     Other 2 7 0 1 4 1 3 2 5 2 4 2 4
   
GRADUATES 2 7 0 1 0 4 2 4
#Avail Placement 2 7 0 1 0 3 2 4
PLACEMENT RATE 100 86 0 100 0 100 100 75
1st Year 19 7 21 23 34 31 33 31
2nd Year 5 2 2 4 7 6 14 12
DVS 4 1 3 4 3 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS: Demand in this field is expected to increase because of the aging population. 
FOR MORE INFO:
Can be licensed in other states. May continue with education to become registered therapist. 
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
27.20 20.87
408.0 313.0
$30,000 to $40,000 depending on location.
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
Paul Teller (803) 778-6628 or 1-800-221-8711 ext: 228 or E-mail: tellerpf@cctech.edu                                
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
37
FALL 2001
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2004
400.0
The demand for pre-occupational and pre-physical therapy assistants is expected to rise due to the growth in the number of 
individuals with disabilities or limited function.
FALL 2006
47
26.67
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
44 45
Nursing homes, hospitals, schools, home health agencies, private practice of a physical or occupational therapist, and rehabilitation 
agencies. 
FALL 2006
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2005
PROGRAM:  PRE-OCCUPATIONAL/PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT (70557)
FALL 2007
26.33
395.0
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
28
18.5
278.0
11
7.07
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
FALL 2005
31
18.47
277.0106.0
26
15.87
238.0
96
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 1 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 1 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 1 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 50 100
1st Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2006
0.0
0.0
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
0.0
0.0
FALL 2005
0.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2004
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0.00.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
PROGRAM:  MULTIMEDIA TECH & APPLICATIONS (70604)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000
FALL 2002 FALL 2003FALL 2001
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2000
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
FALL 2006
00 0
FALL 2005
FALL 2006
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0.0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
2 0 0
1.6
24.0
0
0.0
0.0
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 58 31 97 27 203 33 176 28 228 32 135 23 125 29 159 31
     Part-time 128 69 268 73 405 67 454 72 493 68 444 77 309 71 358 69
GENDER
     Female 174 94 345 94 566 93 587 93 673 93 527 91 399 92 226 44
     Male 12 6 20 6 42 7 43 7 48 7 52 9 35 8 291 56
RACE
     Black 75 40 184 50 317 52 317 50 350 49 268 46 180 41 210 41
     White 107 58 172 47 271 45 297 47 357 50 298 51 236 54 289 56
     Other 4 2 9 3 20 3 16 3 14 1 13 2 18 4 18 3
GRADUATES 0 1 0 5 23 32 15 27
#Avail Placement 0 1 0 5 22 32 14 27
PLACEMENT RATE 0 100 0 100 100 97 100 93
1st Year 137 263 448 436 480 410 267 371
2nd Year 23 45 72 105 149 150 166 132
Nurs Prep 0 2 0 84 2 2
DVS 27 80 81 0 90 17
FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
721
6190.0
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
PROGRAM:  HEALTH SCIENCE PREP (70630)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
434
240.60
3609.0
FALL 2006
4550.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
412.67
517
300.13
4502.0
579
303.33
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
186
108.0
1620.0
365
205.67
3085.0
608
346.00
5190.0
630
339.87
5098.0
98
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 15 58 10 33 15 48 12 36 15 34 16 38 13 43 14 40
     Part-time 11 42 20 67 16 52 21 64 29 66 26 62 17 57 21 60
GENDER
     Female 26 100 29 97 30 97 31 94 43 98 41 98 29 97 35 100
     Male 0 0 1 3 1 3 2 6 1 2 1 2 1 3 0
RACE
     Black 7 27 4 13 9 29 11 33 11 25 12 28 7 23 11 31
     White 19 73 26 87 22 71 20 61 32 73 28 67 21 70 24 69
     Other 0 0 0 2 6 1 2 2 5 2 7 0
GRADUATES 2 5 10 4 2 3 6 3
#Avail Placement 2 5 10 4 2 3 6 3
PLACEMENT RATE 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1st Year 18 20 26 23 35 32 23 28
2nd Year 3 7 2 6 4 10 8 5
DVS 5 2 4 4 5 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: Dental offices, public health settings, dental clinics, dental hygiene education, dental product sales, and representatives. 
AVG.. STARTING SALARY: $19,000 per year with a dental assisting certificate.  With an associate degree, individuals can earn $40,000 per year. 
Dental clinics, children's dental clinics, and other dental offices. 
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
Usually consistent employment if desired. An individual can earn a higher salary working in an administrative position.  If willing to 
travel, individuals can work in dental sales and receive commissions from sales.  Instructor of school of dental hygiene. 
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
35
20.93
314.0
25.40
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2003
381.0
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
PROGRAM:  PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE (70631)
One-on-one practice in clinical setting; weekends and holidays off. 
Bryan May (803) 778-7841 or 1-800-221-8711 ext. 441 or E-mail: maybw@cctech.edu
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
3044 42
382.0
25.47
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2000
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2006
18.20
273.0
FALL 2006
26
18.9
284.0
30
17.6
264.0
31
20.40
306.0
33
19.73
296.0
99
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 12 43 14 38 34 47 25 51 20 29 7 30 1 100 0
     Part-time 16 57 23 62 39 53 24 49 49 71 16 70 0 0
GENDER
     Female 17 61 18 49 42 58 28 57 37 54 11 48 0 0
     Male 11 39 19 51 31 42 21 43 32 46 12 52 1 100 0
RACE
     Black 12 43 28 76 41 56 18 37 36 52 13 57 1 100 0
     White 16 57 8 3 30 41 30 61 29 42 10 43 0 0
     Other 0 0 1 1 2 3 1 2 4 6 0 0 0
GRADUATES 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
#Avail Placement 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
PLACEMENT RATE 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0
1st Year 19 27 55 76 49 15 1 0
2nd Year 1 1 7 1 8 7 0 0
DVS 10 9 12 8 13 1
01
0.80
12.0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006
FALL 2006
PROGRAM:  GENERAL STUDIES (70686)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2005 FALL 2007FALL 2006
216.0
69
FALL 2004
581.0
23
38.73 14.40
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
28
19.7
295.0
37
22.2
333.0
73
43.33
650.0
49
31.13
467.0
100
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 13 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 12 92 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 2 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 11 85 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 0
#Avail Placement 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 100 100
1st Year 11 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0
0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2005 FALL 2006
PROGRAM: EMERGENCY ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT (70744)     
FALL 2007
AWARD: CERTIFICATE   (Program Cancelled)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
0
0 0
FALL 2003 FALL 2004
0
0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
0
FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0
0
0
FALL 2006
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005
13
6.8
102.0
1
0.4
6.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
101
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 100 1 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 1 100 1 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 1 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 0
     White 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Available for Plac 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0
    1st Year 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
    2nd Year 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
    DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0.00
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
0
FALL 2006
0 0
0.0 0.0
FALL 2006
0.00 0.00
FALL 2002
0.00
0.0
PROGRAM:  BASIC ELECTRICITY (70754)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2003 FALL 2006
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
1
0.4
6.0
1
0.67
10.0
1
0.27
4.0
0
0.00
0.0
102
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 22 41 22 42 41 63 28 42 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 32 59 30 58 24 37 39 58 6 100 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 53 98 50 96 65 100 67 100 6 100 0 0 0
     Male 1 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 35 65 42 81 47 72 52 78 5 83 0 0 0
     White 19 35 9 17 18 28 14 21 1 17 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 11 17 10 5 12 9 0 0
#Available 10 17 9 5 11 7 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 100 94 100 100 100 100
    1st Year 32 28 47 46 5 0 0 0
    2nd Year 7 4 7 5 1 0 0 0
    DVS 15 19 10 16 0 0 0 0
0
0.00
0.0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
STUDENT PROFILE
2.33
FALL 2004
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
PROGRAM:  MEDICAL ASSISTANT (70761)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2003FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FALL 2006
0
0.00
6 0
0.00
0.0
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
0.0
FALL 2005
FALL 2005
35.0
FALL 2004
54
36.1
542.0
52
37.47
562.0
65
44.33
665.0
67
40.40
606.0
103
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 3 43 3 23 5 28 3 21 8 42 3 20 4 25 5 45
     Part-time 4 57 10 77 13 72 11 79 11 58 12 80 12 75 6 55
GENDER
     Female 7 100 12 92 17 94 13 93 15 100 14 88 11 100
     Male 0 1 8 1 6 1 7 0 2 12 0
RACE
     Black 3 43 5 38 5 28 4 29 10 67 7 44 4 36
     White 4 57 7 54 13 72 9 64 4 27 7 44 6 55
     Other 0 0 1 8 0 1 7 1 6 2 12 1 9
GRADUATES 0 0 2 4 2 1 1 3
 #Available fo 0 0 2 4 2 1 1 2
PLACEMENT RATE 0 0 100 100 100 100 100 100
    1st Year 4 9 12 9 16 12 11 7
    2nd Year 1 2 3 2 1 3 5 3
    DVS 2 3 2 3 2 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: The job opportunities are excellent for this field.  There is a high demand for pharmacy technicians.
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
$8.00 to $12.50+ per hour.
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Sean Gibson  (803) 778-7828 or 1-800-221-8711 ext. 428 or E-mail: gibsontp@cctech.edu                                
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001
FALL 2007
11
6.87
103.0
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2003
PROGRAM:  PRE-PHARMACY TECHNICIAN (70762)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
166.0
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
68.0 111.0 162.0 114.0
Hospital, drug stores
11.07 7.47
112.0
FALL 2006
16
9.07
19
FALL 2005FALL 2004
15
FALL 2002 FALL 2003
136.0
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
PROGRAM PROFILE
There are many job opportunities. Individual can return to school for additional education.  Management opportunities in drug 
stores. 
Individuals working in a hospital have little to no patient contact.  Those who choose to work in drug stores have significant patient 
contact. 
7 13 18 14
4.5 7.4 10.80 7.60
104
FTE
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 3 75 7 70 5 29 8 40 5 38 2 40
     Part-time 3 100 1 25 3 30 12 71 12 60 8 62 3 60
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 3 15 1 8 0
     Male 3 100 4 100 10 100 17 100 17 85 12 92 5 100
RACE
     Black 1 33 2 50 5 50 10 59 12 60 7 54 2 40
     White 2 67 2 50 5 50 7 41 8 40 6 46 3 60
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 0 5 2 8 10 5
#Available for Placement 0 0 5 2 8 6 5
PLACEMENT RATE 0 0 100 50 100 83 100
    1st Year 3 5 5 15 16 8 4
    2nd Year 0 1 3 1 2 5 1
    DVS 0 0 2 2 2
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
17
FALL 2005
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
5
3.40
51.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
13
FALL 2005 FALL 2006
PROGRAM:  AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR (70807)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
10
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
CREDIT HOURS
HEADCOUNT
FALL 2000
3 4
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL 2005
20
FALL 2007FALL 2004
7.93
119.0
FALL 2006
159.0
10.60 11.87
178.0
FALL 2004
2.2
33.0
6.80
102.0
3.27
49.0
PROGRAM PROFILE
$20,800 - $29,120 plus annually
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Qualified technicians will never be unemployed-work can be found anywhere vehicles are found.  Opportunities are endless for 
those who keep their skills up-to-date.
Most technicians earn a commission.  As a technician's knowledge and efficiency increases so does earning potential.  
Billy Morrow (803) 778-6674 or 1-800-221-8711 ext. 274, e-mail: morrowwb@cctech.edu
Job opportunities in automotive repair are plentiful for those who have completed a certificate.  Industry is currently 150,000 
technicians short nationwide.
New/used car dealerships, independent repair shops, franchise repair shops, part suppliers, and self-employment
105
HEADCOUN
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 2 9 1 5 1 3 4 17 1 6 1 6 2 8
     Part-time 14 100 21 91 20 95 28 97 20 83 15 94 17 94 22 92
GENDER
     Female 2 14 1 4 1 5 0 0 1 6 0 0
     Male 12 86 22 96 20 95 29 100 24 100 15 94 18 100 24 100
RACE
     Black 3 21 10 43 5 24 7 24 7 29 5 31 6 33 13 54
     White 11 79 13 57 16 76 20 69 15 63 11 69 11 61 11 46
     Other 0 0 0 0 2 7 2 8 0 1 6 0
GRADUATES 0 0 14 14 11 15 12 6
#Available 0 0 12 12 9 12 11 5
PLACEMENT RATE 0 0 100 100 100 92 100 100
    1st Year 12 17 20 23 16 12 13 16
    2nd Year 0 3 1 3 4 3 5 8
    DVS 0 2 0 3 4 1
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. SALARY Ranging from $20,000-$100,000
FOR MORE INFO:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT:
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
Service jobs, sales, and manufacturing jobs are available in all areas of HVAC
Job prospects are expected to be excellent, particularly for those with training from an accredited technical school.
This profession has unlimited opportunities.  The US Labor Bureau estimates a 12-26% annual growth rate.
FALL 2007FALL 2004FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2005
FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2003 FALL 2004
24
14.53
218.0
181624
PROGRAM:  BASIC AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING (70808)
FALL 2007FALL 2006
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2005
237.0
FALL 2006
11.13
167.0
FALL 2006
145.0
FALL 2000
Jack Hossink (803) 778-6684 or 1-800-221-8711 ext: 284; E-mail: hossinkja@cctech.edu
14
7.5
23
13.13
29
18.47
277.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
15.80 9.67
21
14.53
218.0
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2007
FALL 2000
113.0 197.0
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AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HOURS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 1 100 1 100 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 1 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 1 100 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 7 2 0 0 0 0
#Available for Placement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0 0 0
    1st Year 2 1 0 0 0
    2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0
    DVS 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007
FALL 2004
0
FALL 2006
0 0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2006FALL 2005
0
0
FALL 2005
0
FALL 2006
FALL 2007
0
0
0
STUDENT PROFILE
0 0
FALL 2003FALL 2001
0
FALL 2000 FALL 2002
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
PROGRAM:  BASIC CAD (70809)     (Program Cancelled)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
1
0.4
6.0
1
0.60
9.00
0
0
0
FALL 2003
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AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
HEADCOUN
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 1 33 1 25 0 0 2 20 2 15 0 16 73
     Part-time 2 67 3 100 3 75 2 100 8 80 11 85 0 6 27
GENDER
     Female 0 0 1 25 0 3 30 2 15 0 0
     Male 3 100 3 100 3 75 2 100 7 70 11 85 0 22 100
RACE
     Black 1 33 1 33 3 75 0 3 30 4 31 0 11 50
     White 2 67 2 67 1 25 2 100 6 60 7 54 0 11 50
     Other 0 0 0 0 1 10 2 15 0 0
GRADUATES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
    #Available 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
PLACEMENT RATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
1st Year 0 0 3 0 7 9 0 22
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 1
DVS 0 0 0 2 2 1
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: Product companies, building construction companies, and industrial construction companies.
AVERAGE STARTING SALARY:
PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT: Interlake, LBT Industries, Sumter Metal Products, Fluor Daniel, Proters, Thompson Construction, Sanders Brothers
CAREER/GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES:
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
22
16.40
246.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
0.00
0.0
FALL 2006
96.0 121.0
FALL 2004FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
FALL 2006
0
FALL 2005FALL 2004
PROGRAM:  WELDING (70810)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
12.0
FALL 2005
FALL 2005
10 13
6.40 8.07
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL 2003
FALL 2006
PROGRAM PROFILE
$10.00 to $18.50 per hour
Mark Porter (803) 778-7863 or 1-800-221-8711 ext: 463 or E-mail: portercm@cctech.edu
FALL 2007
3 3 4 2
2.33 0.801.40
21.0
1.9
28.0
Many opportunities.  Individuals enjoy job stability, excellent pay, and many open their own businesses.  Opportunities in 
supervision, management, CWI, Quality Control.
35.0
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AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
HEADCOUN
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 3 20 10 53 8 50 8 44 2 13 2 18 1 11
     Part-time 2 12 80 9 47 8 50 10 56 13 87 9 82 8 89
GENDER
     Female 1 50 8 53 5 26 1 6 6 33 6 40 6 55 4 44
     Male 1 50 7 47 14 74 15 94 12 67 9 60 5 45 5 56
RACE
     Black 1 50 10 67 11 58 10 63 10 56 10 67 4 36 5 56
     White 1 50 5 33 7 37 6 34 7 39 5 33 7 64 4 44
     Other 0 0 0 1 5 0 1 5 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 0 1 0 5 5 3 7
    #Available 0 0 1 0 5 5 3 7
PLACEMENT RATE 0 0 100 0 100 100 100 100
    1st Year 0 9 12 10 9 11 8 6
    2nd Year 0 2 2 1 2 4 3 3
    DVS 0 4 5 5 7 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
AVG. STARTING SALARY:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
9
4.00
60.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
11
FALL 2005
CAREER/GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES:
FALL 2006FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
PROGRAM:  COMPUTER SPECIALIST (70816)
FALL 2000 FALL 2005FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2007FALL 2004
5.87
18
10.20 7.20
15
153.0
$16,000 - $20,000 annually, depending on education and experience. 
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
FALL 2004FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2000
FALL 2005
88.0
FALL 2006
Entry level positions in any organization which requires use of microcomputer business applications, microcomputer hardware 
support, or microcomputer software support. 
Offices of attorneys, doctors, schools, insurance companies, government agencies, churches, and manufacturing businesses. 
Technical fields continue to be in high demand. As technology changes, there is an excellent opportunity for career growth and 
development in the majority of computer-related positions. 
Courses taken for the Computer Specialist Certificate will lead to the Associate Degree in Computer Technology.  The College has 
articulation agreements with high schools in the college's service area which provide credit for college-level computer courses taken 
in high school. 
Barbara Wells  (803) 778-6687, 1-800-221-8711 ext, 287 or E-mail: wellsbe@cctech.edu                                                           
108.0
2
0.4
6.0
15
7.40
111.0
19
13.40
201.0
16
9.40
141.0
109
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HOURS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 1 33 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 2 67 0 0 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 1 33 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Male 2 67 0 0 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 3 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#Available for Placement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLACEMENT RATE 0
    1st Year 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
    2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
    DVS 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0
0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
00
0
0 0
3
1.4
21.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
FALL 2006FALL 2005
PROGRAM:  MICROCOMPUTER USER (70817)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
FALL 2004 FALL 2005FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
0
0
0
0
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AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HOURS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 4 57 8 31 9 43 7 28 4 19 5 23 3 19
     Part-time 3 43 18 69 12 57 18 72 17 81 17 77 13 81
GENDER
     Female 7 100 26 100 16 76 23 92 20 95 20 91 15 94
     Male 0 0 5 24 2 8 1 5 2 9 1 6
RACE
     Black 4 57 17 65 8 38 12 48 11 52 8 36 6 38
     White 3 43 9 35 13 62 12 48 10 48 13 59 10 63
     Other 0 0 1 4 0 1 5 0
GRADUATES 0 2 1 10 10 9 8
#Available for Placement 0 1 1 9 8 9 8
PLACEMENT RATE 0 100 100 89 100 78 100
    1st Year 7 19 13 17 19 14 13
    2nd Year 0 2 5 1 2 8 4
    DVS 0 4 3 7 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: Accountant's office or in the accounting department of a business or organization.
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
16
7.40
111.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
22
11.20
AVERAGE STARTING 
SALARY:
FALL 2007
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
168.0
21
156.0
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
PROGRAM:  ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST (70847)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
12.20 10.40
257
5.60
26
12.47
21
11.87
FALL 2006
$16,000 to $20,000 annually depending on education and experience.
FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
Program is designed to develop entry-level accounting skills.  All courses completed will transfer to the accounting degree.  There are
generally more positions available than qualified applicants. 
FALL 2007
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
David Stone  (803) 778-6645, 1-800-221-8711 ext. 245, or E-mail: stonedl@cctech.edu
John Watson  (803) 778-6676, 1-800-221-8711 ext. 276, or E-mail: watsonja@cctech.edu
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002
183.084.0 187.0 178.0
PROGRAM PROFILE
CPA's offices or accounting departments in businesses or organizations. 
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AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HOURS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 3 23 9 29 10 37 8 22 7 18 7 23 6 21
     Part-time 10 77 22 71 17 63 29 78 32 82 23 77 22 79
GENDER
     Female 13 100 29 94 26 96 36 97 38 97 29 97 26 93
     Male 0 2 6 1 4 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 7
RACE
     Black 8 62 19 61 19 70 23 62 29 74 20 67 15 54
     White 5 38 10 32 7 26 13 35 10 26 10 33 13 46
     Other 2 6 1 4 1 3 0 0 0
GRADUATES 0 7 10 10 7 7 14
#Available for Placement 0 6 10 9 5 6 13
PLACEMENT RATE 0 100 100 100 100 83 100
    1st Year 8 16 17 25 27 19 18
    2nd Year 3 9 8 7 10 12 8
    DVS 3 5 2 5 2
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: Outpatient and inpatient facility, clinical laboratory or physician's office, phlebotomy technician
Hospital and outpatient laboratories, physician's office, clinics, nursing homes
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
28
15.53
233.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2006
FALL 2006
FALL 2005
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
30
16.00
240.0301.0
39
20.07 19.87
298.0
13 37
FALL 2006FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2007
PROGRAM:  PHLEBOTOMY (70848)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
AVERAGE STARTING 
SALARY:
$8.00 - $9.00 per hour
FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL 2004
PROGRAM PROFILE
FALL 2005
FALL 2000 FALL 2001
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: Excellent foundation for various career tracks in the health care field
FOR MORE INFO: Sena Gibson  (803) 778-7828 or 1-800-221-8711 ext. 428 or E-mail: gibsontp@cctech.edu
31 27
8.0 17.80 17.33
120.0 267.0 260.0
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 2 100 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0
     Male 2 100 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0
     White 2 100 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES 
# Graduates 0 0 0 0
#Avail. for Pla 0 0 0 0
Placement Rate 0 0 0 0
1st Year 1 0 0 0
2nd Year 1 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
AWARD: CERTIFICATE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
1.27 0.0 0.0 0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
19.00 0.0 0.0 0.0
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
PROGRAM:  ADVANCED AIR CONDITIONING/HEATING (70970)
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 0 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 0 0 0 0
     Male 0 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 0 0 0 0
     White 0 0 0 0
     Other 0 0 0 0
GRADUATES
#Graduates 0 0 0 0
Avail. Placement 0 0 0 0
Placement Rate 0 0 0 0
1st Year 0 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0
JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
UNIQUE ASPECTS:
FOR MORE INFO:
PROGRAM:  NATURAL RESOURCES MAPPING (70971)
AWARD:  CERTIFICATE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0 0
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
FALL 2004 FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
0.0
FALL 2005 FALL 2006 FALL 2007
AVG. STARTING SALARY:      $18,000 to $24,000
Mike Shealy (803) 469-2350 or E-mail: shealymg@cctech.edu
SC Forestry Commission, SC Department of Natural Resources, Natural  Resource 
Conservation Services, D.H.E.C., mapping of: waste flow, water and sewer design, 
facility design, environmental analysis and mapping technician, industrial hazardous 
waste technician, hazardous waste emergency response technician, utility technician, 
environmental assessment technician, wetlands delineation and mapping.
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
Individual will experience working with nature in conjunction with people and 
policies, and it is the only program in the state.
PROGRAM PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2004
Private, city, county, state, and federal environmental/natural resources management.
0
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PROGRAM:  INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (71073)
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 10 43
     Part-time 13 57
GENDER
     Female 14 61
     Male 9 39
RACE
     Black 11 48
     White 12 52
     Other 0
GRADUATES 
# Graduates
#Avail. for Placement
Placement Rate
1st Year 21
2nd Year 2
DVS
AWARD: CERTIFICATE
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
FALL 2007
23
14.33
STUDENT PROFILE
215.00
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
115
PROGRAM:  MEDICAL RECORD CODING CERTIFICATE (71088)
HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 11 55
     Part-time 9 45
GENDER
     Female 19 95
     Male 1 5
RACE
     Black 10 50
     White 9 45
     Other 1 5
GRADUATES 
# Graduates
#Avail. for Placement
Placement Rate
1st Year 12
2nd Year 7
DVS
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: Coding, billing, and insurance
UNIQUE ASPECTS: Varied skills are required including administrative, clerical, and technical.
FOR MORE INFO: Robyn Stambaugh, RHIT  (803) 778-6677, e-mail: stambaughrs@cctech.edu
PROGRAM PROFILE
Physician's offices, outpatient clinics, hospitals, insurance companies, and billing services
AVERAGE STARTING 
SALARY:
$9-10 per hour
PLACES OF 
EMPLOYMENT:
AWARD: CERTIFICATE
FALL 2007
13.20
STUDENT PROFILE
198.00
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
20
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
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HEADCOUNT
FTE
CREDIT HRS
STATUS # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %
     Full-time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
     Part-time 48 100 40 100 5 100 5 100 1 100 0 0 0
GENDER
     Female 10 21 11 28 1 20 2 40 0 0 0 0
     Male 38 79 29 72 4 80 3 60 1 100 0 0 0
RACE
     Black 14 29 10 25 1 20 4 80 0 0 0 0
     White 28 58 28 70 4 80 1 20 1 100 0 0 0
     Other 6 13 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1st Year 49 40 5 5 1 0 0 0
2nd Year 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL 2007
FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENT
0
0.00
0.0
STUDENT PROFILE
STUDENT LEVEL  (Program vitality by year)
FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003
FALL 2005 FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004
FALL 2006FALL 2000 FALL 2001 FALL 2002 FALL 2003 FALL 2004 FALL 2005
0
0.00
FALL 2004 FALL 2005
1 0
0.20 0.00
0.0
PROGRAM:  UNDECIDED (07500)
AWARD:  NONE
3.0 0.0
FALL 2006
48 5 5
1.00
15.0
13.7
205.0
40
10.8
162.0
2.07
31.0
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SECTION FOUR: 
 
 
 
 
 
RETENTION, TRANSFER, 
GRADUATION RATES 
Cohort of First Time, Degree Seeking Freshmen
For reporting to IPEDS for Fall 2006
  Note: For institutions classified as two-year, included any students that may have graduated
Institution
Enrollment
Status
Enrolled 
Fall 2005
col a
Exclusions
col b
Graduated with 
Cert/Dipl/Assoc 
Acad Year 2005-
2006
col c
Fall 2006 
Retained
& Not 
Graduated
col d
Retention
Percentage
col(c+d)/(a-b)
Public Institutions
Technical Colleges
Aiken Tech Full-Time 286 7 143 52.4%
Aiken Tech Part-Time 144 1 59 41.7%
Central Carolina Tech Full-Time 307 11 160 55.7%
Central Carolina Tech Part-Time 260 21 87 41.5%
Denmark Tech Full-Time 389 14 113 32.6%
Denmark Tech Part-Time 109 1 16 15.6%
Florence-Darlington Tech Full-Time 724 17 413 59.4%
Florence-Darlington Tech Part-Time 178 1 71 40.4%
Greenville Tech Full-Time 1,616 95 819 56.6%
Greenville Tech Part-Time 749 34 276 41.4%
Horry-Georgetown Tech Full-Time 740 13 374 52.3%
Horry-Georgetown Tech Part-Time 297 3 122 42.1%
Midlands Tech Full-Time 1,479 33 741 52.3%
Midlands Tech Part-Time 710 11 272 39.9%
Northeastern Tech Full-Time 198 9 92 51.0%
Northeastern Tech Part-Time 68 20 29.4%
Orangeburg-Calhoun Tech Full-Time 459 3 249 54.9%
Orangeburg-Calhoun Tech Part-Time 146 6 55 41.8%
Piedmont Tech Full-Time 547 15 300 57.6%
Piedmont Tech Part-Time 307 12 112 40.4%
Spartanburg Community Full-Time 848 27 448 56.0%
Spartanburg Community Part-Time 276 3 111 41.3%
Technical College of The Low CouFull-Time 138 2 64 47.8%
Technical College of The Low CouPart-Time 143 2 49 35.7%
Tri-County Tech Full-Time 1,000 10 505 51.5%
Tri-County Tech Part-Time 314 2 121 39.2%
Trident Tech Full-Time 1,390 11 758 55.3%
Trident Tech Part-Time 511 5 215 43.1%
Williamsburg Tech Full-Time 95 5 41 48.4%
Williamsburg Tech Part-Time 63 29 46.0%
York Tech Full-Time 626 10 304 50.2%
York Tech Part-Time 160 3 57 37.5%
Subtotal Technical Colleges Full-Time 10,842 282 5,524 53.6%
Subtotal Technical Colleges Part-Time 4,435 105 1,672 40.1%
Source:  CHE/Data Institutions/CHEMIS/Enrollment Fall 2006
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Enrolled Enrolled
Code 2001 2002
045600 301 121
035104 307 113
035007 141 56
055600 115 46
035030 117 42
035505 105 35
035208 102 34
035520 72 29
035408 36 24
035002 93 23
035367 48 22
035303 38 19
035426 41 16
035309 28 12
035004 28 6
035318 27 4
1,599 602
015508 103 48
015041 29 10
015370 28 8
015330 16 4
015209 31 3
015211 14 3
221 76
070630 365 132
070686 37 12
070191 27 11
070261 36 9
070761 52 9
070631 30 5
070762 13 5
070847 7 5
070096 30 4
Report Year: 2001 - 2002  
Retention
Curriculum Name Rate
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS                       40.2%
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY                     36.8%
OFFICE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY               39.7%
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE                    40.%
MANAGEMENT                              35.9%
CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY             33.3%
NURSING (ADN)                           33.3%
LEGAL ASSISTANT/PARALEGAL               40.3%
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY    66.7%
ACCOUNTING                              24.7%
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY                  45.8%
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY         50.%
NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT            39.%
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY            42.9%
MARKETING                               21.4%
GENERAL TECHNOLOGY                      14.8%
Associate Degree Total 37.6%
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             46.6%
AUTOMATED OFFICE                        34.5%
MACHINE TOOL                            28.6%
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS                    25.%
NURSING (PN)                            9.7%
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY                     21.4%
Diploma Total 34.4%
HEALTH SCIENCE PREPARATORY              36.2%
GENERAL STUDIES                         32.4%
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             40.7%
INFORMATION PROCESSING                  25.%
MEDICAL ASSISTANT                       17.3%
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE                      16.7%
PRE-PHARMACY TECHNICIAN                 38.5%
ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST                   71.4%
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE                  13.3%
Central Carolina Technical College
Associate Degree
Diploma
Certificate
Student Retention By Curriculum
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Report Year: 2001 - 2002  
Central Carolina Technical College
Student Retention By Curriculum
Enrolled Enrolled
Code 2001 2002
070557 11 4
070186 5 2
070389 9 2
070816 15 2
060757 1 1
070275 12 1
070754 1 1
070807 3 1
070810 3 1
060513 2 0
060595 21 0
060616 11 0
060649 8 0
060703 1 0
060748 1 0
070300 1 0
070329 4 0
070468 2 0
070469 1 0
070555 30 0
070744 1 0
070808 23 0
070809 1 0
070817 3 0
070848 13 0
780 207
006100 323 9
007500 40 5
363 14
2,963 899
Retention
Curriculum Name Rate
Non-Seeking Degree Total 3.9%
CAREER DEVELOPMENT                      2.8%
UNDETERMINED                            12.5%
PRE-OCCUP/PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT    36.4%
GENERAL BUSINESS                        40.%
MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR                   22.2%
COMPUTER SPECIALIST                     13.3%
AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS  100.%
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS      8.3%
BASIC ELECTRICITY                       100.%
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR                       33.3%
WELDING                                 33.3%
PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR                    0.%
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE WORKFORCE I      0.%
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL WORKFORCE            0.%
INTERNETWORKING                         0.%
ADVANCED TOOL MAKING                    0.%
SUPERVISOR/LEADERSHIP                   0.%
PHARMACY TECHNICIAN                     0.%
DRAFTING WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS         0.%
CORRECTIONS SECURITY                    0.%
OFFICE SUPPORT/ACCOUNTING               0.%
ALLIED HEALTH PREP                      0.%
EMERGENCY ADMIN AND MANAGEMENT          0.%
BASIC AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING      0.%
0.%
Certificate Total 26.5%
BASIC CAD                               0.%
MICROCOMPUTER USER SPECIALIST           0.%
Grand Total 30.3%
Non-Seeking Degree 
Certificate Continued
PHLEBOTOMY                              
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Enrolled Enrolled
Code 2002 2003
045600 316 98
035104 279 80
035007 125 50
055600 148 43
035030 124 41
035508 92 40
035208 113 38
035002 83 36
035505 102 34
035520 77 24
035367 51 22
035408 41 22
035303 42 16
035309 31 8
035426 35 8
035318 17 7
035004 18 0
1,694 567
015508 72 30
015370 25 11
015041 24 10
015330 19 4
015209 27 3
015302 3 1
015211 20 0
190 59
070630 608 187
070761 65 15
070261 37 13
070686 73 13
070631 31 11
070808 21 8
070191 23 7
Central Carolina Technical College
Student Retention By Curriculum
40.%
28.7%
53.7%
43.1%
31.2%
33.3%
31.%
43.4%
33.6%
43.5%
33.1%
29.1%
25.8%
38.1%
41.7%
33.5%
0.%
41.2%
22.9%
11.1%
21.1%
41.7%
44.%
31.1%
0.%
33.3%
17.8%
35.1%
23.1%
30.8%
30.4%
38.1%
35.5%
Report Year: 2002 - 2003  
Retention
Curriculum Name Rate
Associate Degree
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS                       
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY                     
OFFICE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY               
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE                    
MANAGEMENT                              
EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION                
NURSING (ADN)                           
ACCOUNTING                              
CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY             
LEGAL ASSISTANT/PARALEGAL               
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY                  
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY    
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY         
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY            
NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT            
GENERAL TECHNOLOGY                      
MARKETING                               
Associate Degree Total
Diploma
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             
MACHINE TOOL                            
AUTOMATED OFFICE                        
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS                    
NURSING (PN)                            
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS                    
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY                     
Diploma Total
Certificate
HEALTH SCIENCE PREPARATORY              
MEDICAL ASSISTANT                       
INFORMATION PROCESSING                  
GENERAL STUDIES                         
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE                      
BASIC AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING      
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             
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Central Carolina Technical College
Student Retention By Curriculum
Report Year: 2002 - 2003  
Enrolled Enrolled
Code 2002 2003
070847 26 7
070275 18 5
070557 26 5
070816 19 3
070096 28 2
070329 3 2
070389 11 2
070762 18 2
070848 31 2
060799 17 1
060649 6 0
060757 1 0
060778 26 0
060797 1 0
070186 2 0
070754 1 0
070807 4 0
070809 1 0
070810 4 0
1,101 285
006100 275 10
007500 5 0
280 10
3,265 921
Certificate Continued
Retention
RateCurriculum Name
26.9%
7.1%
15.8%
19.2%
27.8%
6.5%
11.1%
18.2%
66.7%
0.%
0.%
0.%
5.9%
0.%
0.%
0.%
0.%
28.2%
25.9%
0.%
0.%
3.6%
0.%
3.6%
ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST                   
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS      
PRE-OCCUP/PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT    
COMPUTER SPECIALIST                     
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE                  
DRAFTING WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS         
MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR                   
PRE-PHARMACY TECHNICIAN                 
PHLEBOTOMY                              
GENERAL EDUCATION                       
INTERNETWORKING                         
AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS  
BASIC INDUSTRIAL GRAPHICS AND CAD       
PRE-INDUSTRIAL                          
GENERAL BUSINESS                        
BASIC ELECTRICITY                       
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR                       
BASIC CAD                               
Grand Total
WELDING                                 
Certificate Total
CAREER DEVELOPMENT                      
Non-Seeking Degree
UNDETERMINED                            
Non-Seeking Degree Total
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Enrolled Enrolled Retention
Code 2003 2004 Rate
045600 256 84 32.8%
035104 188 60 31.9%
035508 128 57 44.5%
055600 170 50 29.4%
035007 111 47 42.3%
035030 127 46 36.2%
035208 131 39 29.8%
035505 100 38 38.%
035002 74 27 36.5%
035520 68 21 30.9%
035367 62 19 30.6%
035408 35 19 54.3%
035303 32 17 53.1%
035309 23 12 52.2%
035318 23 6 26.1%
035426 19 4 21.1%
1,547 546 35.3%
015508 43 15 34.9%
015041 27 10 37.%
015370 25 8 32.%
015209 30 5 16.7%
015211 15 3 20.%
015330 23 3 13.%
015302 4 1 25.%
167 45 26.9%
070630 630 210 33.3%
070261 33 14 42.4%
070631 33 13 39.4%
070191 27 11 40.7%
070686 49 10 20.4%
070557 31 8 25.8%
060799 38 5 13.2%
070808 29 5 17.2%
070816 16 5 31.3%
PRE-OCCUP/PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT    
GENERAL EDUCATION                       
BASIC AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING      
COMPUTER SPECIALIST                     
INFORMATION PROCESSING                  
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE                      
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             
GENERAL STUDIES                         
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS                    
Diploma Total
Certificate
HEALTH SCIENCE PREPARATORY              
MACHINE TOOL                            
NURSING (PN)                            
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY                     
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS                    
Associate Degree Total
Diploma 
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             
AUTOMATED OFFICE                        
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY         
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY            
GENERAL TECHNOLOGY                      
NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT            
Associate Degree
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS                       
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY                     
EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION                
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE                    
OFFICE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY               
MANAGEMENT                              
NURSING (ADN)                           
Curriculum Name
CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY             
ACCOUNTING                              
LEGAL ASSISTANT/PARALEGAL               
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY                  
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY    
Central Carolina Technical College
Report Year: 2003 - 2004
Student Retention By Curriculum
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Central Carolina Technical College
Report Year: 2003 - 2004
Student Retention By Curriculum
Enrolled Enrolled Retention
Code 2003 2004 Rate
070847 21 5 23.8%
070762 14 4 28.6%
070275 14 3 21.4%
070761 67 3 4.5%
070807 10 3 30.%
070848 27 2 7.4%
060778 27 1 3.7%
070329 5 1 20.%
070810 2 1 50.%
060649 2 0 0.%
060748 1 0 0.%
070096 26 0 0.%
070389 5 0 0.%
1,107 304 27.5%
006100 365 9 2.5%
007500 5 1 20.%
370 10 2.7%
3,191 905 28.4%
MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR                   
Certificate Total
Grand Total
CAREER DEVELOPMENT                      
Non-Seeking Degree
UNDETERMINED                            
Non-Seeking Degree Total
WELDING                                 
INTERNETWORKING                         
SUPERVISOR/LEADERSHIP                   
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE                  
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR                       
PHLEBOTOMY                              
BASIC INDUSTRIAL GRAPHICS AND CAD       
DRAFTING WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS         
ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST                   
PRE-PHARMACY TECHNICIAN                 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS      
MEDICAL ASSISTANT                       
Certificate Continued
Curriculum Name
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Enrolled Enrolled
Code 2004 2005
045600 274 96
035030 158 69
035508 110 55
035104 154 50
035007 106 46
055600 152 41
035505 114 39
035002 98 30
035208 120 30
035520 66 22
035303 40 17
035309 25 17
035367 47 15
035408 30 11
035426 31 11
035318 19 3
1,544 552
015214 73 19
015041 22 8
015508 21 8
015370 15 3
015209 27 2
015302 3 1
015330 15 1
015211 14 0
190 42
070630 721 236
070191 37 17
070631 44 13
070686 69 12
070557 44 11
070261 26 8
070808 24 7
070848 37 7PHLEBOTOMY                              18.9%
INFORMATION PROCESSING                  30.8%
BASIC AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING      29.2%
GENERAL STUDIES                         17.4%
PRE-OCCUP/PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT    25.%
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             45.9%
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE                      29.5%
Certificate
HEALTH SCIENCE PREPARATORY              32.7%
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY                     0.%
Diploma Total 22.1%
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS                    33.3%
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS                    6.7%
MACHINE TOOL                            20.%
NURSING (PN)                            7.4%
AUTOMATED OFFICE                        36.4%
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             38.1%
Diploma
MEDICAL ASSISTING                       26.%
GENERAL TECHNOLOGY                      15.8%
Associate Degree Total 35.8%
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY    36.7%
NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT            35.5%
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY            68.%
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY                  31.9%
LEGAL ASSISTANT/PARALEGAL               33.3%
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY         42.5%
ACCOUNTING                              30.6%
NURSING (ADN)                           25.%
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE                    27.%
CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY             34.2%
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY                     32.5%
OFFICE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY               43.4%
MANAGEMENT                              43.7%
EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION                50.%
Associate Degree
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS                       35.%
Retention
Curriculum Name Rate
Central Carolina Technical College 
Student Retention By Curriculum
Report Year: 2004 - 2005  
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Central Carolina Technical College 
Student Retention By Curriculum
Report Year: 2004 - 2005  
Enrolled Enrolled
Code 2004 2005
070847 25 6
060799 20 5
070816 18 5
070096 19 4
070275 13 3
070762 19 3
070807 17 3
070810 10 2
060649 2 1
060703 2 0
060748 3 0
060778 21 0
060852 11 0
070329 4 0
070389 4 0
070761 6 0
070970 2 0
1,198 343
006100 326 16
007500 1 0
327 16
3,259 953Grand Total 29.2%
Advanced Air Conditioning and Heating 0.%
Certificate Total 28.6%
UNDETERMINED                            0.%
Non-Seeking Degree Total 4.9%
MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR                   0.%
MEDICAL ASSISTANT                       0.%
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR                0.%
DRAFTING WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS         0.%
SUPERVISOR/LEADERSHIP                   0.%
BASIC INDUSTRIAL GRAPHICS AND CAD       0.%
INTERNETWORKING                         50.%
ADVANCED TOOL MAKING                    0.%
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR                       17.6%
WELDING                                 20.%
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS      23.1%
PRE-PHARMACY TECHNICIAN                 15.8%
ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST                   24.%
Retention
Curriculum Name Rate
CAREER DEVELOPMENT                      4.9%
Non-Seeking Degree
Certificate Continued
GENERAL EDUCATION                       25.%
COMPUTER SPECIALIST                     27.8%
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE                  21.1%
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Enrolled Enrolled
Code 2005 2006
045600 247 85
035030 152 58
035508 98 50
035007 95 42
035104 118 34
055600 141 34
035505 84 27
035208 109 26
035002 69 25
035520 61 24
035426 37 17
035367 40 14
035309 32 13
035408 19 12
035303 20 5
035318 19 3
1,341 469
015214 95 28
015370 14 6
015508 18 6
015041 16 4
015302 9 3
015330 23 3
015209 16 2
015211 14 2
205 54
070630 579 175
060886 276 118
070557 37 18
070261 26 13
070631 42 13
070191 27 8
070848 39 8
070096 26 6
070762 15 6
070847 21 6
070808 16 4
070816 15 4
070807 20 3
Central Carolina Technical College
Student Retention By Curriculum
Retention
Curriculum Name Rate
Associate Degree
Associate In Arts 34.4%
Management 38.2%
Early Care And Education 51.%
Administrative Office Technology 44.2%
Computer Technology 28.8%
Associate In Science 24.1%
Criminal Justice Technology 32.1%
Nursing (Adn) 23.9%
Accounting 36.2%
Paralegal 39.3%
Natural Resources Management 45.9%
Electronics Technology 35.%
Civil Engineering Technology 40.6%
Environmental Engineering Technology 63.2%
Engineering Graphics Technology 25.%
General Technology 15.8%
Associate Degree Total 35.%
Diploma
Medical Assisting 29.5%
Machine Tool 42.9%
Early Childhood Development 33.3%
Administrative Support 25.%
Engineering Graphics 33.3%
Automotive Mechanics 13.%
Nursing (Pn) 12.5%
Surgical Technology 14.3%
Diploma Total 26.3%
Certificate
HEALTH SCIENCE PREPARATORY              30.2%
COLLEGE STUDIES                         42.8%
PRE-OCCUP/PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT    48.6%
INFORMATION PROCESSING                  50.%
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE                      31.%
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             29.6%
PHLEBOTOMY                              20.5%
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE                  23.1%
PRE-PHARMACY TECHNICIAN                 40.%
ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST                   28.6%
BASIC AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING      25.%
COMPUTER SPECIALIST                     26.7%
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR                       15.%
Report Year:  2005 - 2006
 Note:The analysis does not include those students who may have graduated 
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Central Carolina Technical College
Student Retention By Curriculum
Report Year:  2005 - 2006
060799 52 2
060649 3 1
070389 2 1
070686 23 1
060595 37 0
060748 1 0
060778 10 0
060862 2 0
070275 13 0
070329 1 0
070413 1 0
070810 13 0
1,297 387
006100 401 14
401 14
3,244 924
Source:  EDSS ENR 115 Student Retention By Curriculum -College: Central Carolina Technical College  Report Year: 2005 - 2006  Degree: <All>  Curriculum: <All>  
Cluster: <All>
Non-degree seeking 3.5%
CAREER DEVELOPMENT                      3.5%
GENERAL EDUCATION                       3.8%
INTERNETWORKING                         33.3%
MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR                   50.%
GENERAL STUDIES                         4.3%
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE WORKFORCE I      0.%
SUPERVISOR/LEADERSHIP                   0.%
BASIC INDUSTRIAL GRAPHICS AND CAD       0.%
0.%
INFANT AND TODDLER CARE                 0.%
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS      0.%
Grand Total 28.5%
WELDING                                 0.%
Certificate Total 29.8%
DRAFTING WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS         0.%
ADVANCED MEDICAL ASSISTANT              
 Note:The analysis does not include those students who may have graduated 
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Enrolled Enrolled
Code 2006 2007
045600 226 72
035030 133 52
035508 95 48
035208 104 46
055600 135 38
035007 87 33
035104 89 31
035002 66 23
035520 46 23
035505 69 22
035367 40 13
035426 33 12
035408 23 9
035303 20 6
035309 21 3
035318 12 2
1,199 433
015214 67 21
015211 44 15
015041 16 8
015508 16 5
015370 21 4
015209 25 3
015302 7 2
015330 11 0
207 58
060886 418 163
070630 434 129
070557 47 20
070631 30 10
070808 18 8
070096 17 4
Retention
Curriculum Name Rate
Associate Degree
Associate In Arts 31.9%
Management 39.1%
Early Care And Education 50.5%
Nursing (Adn) 44.2%
Associate In Science 28.1%
Administrative Office Technology 37.9%
Computer Technology 34.8%
Accounting 34.8%
Paralegal 50.%
Criminal Justice Technology 31.9%
Electronics Technology 32.5%
Natural Resources Management 36.4%
Environmental Engineering Technology 39.1%
Engineering Graphics Technology 30.%
Civil Engineering Technology 14.3%
General Technology 16.7%
Associate Degree Total 36.1%
Diploma
Medical Assisting 31.3%
Surgical Technology 34.1%
Administrative Support 50.%
Early Childhood Development 31.3%
Machine Tool 19.%
Nursing (Pn) 12.%
Engineering Graphics 28.6%
Automotive Mechanics 0.%
Diploma Total 28.%
Certificate
COLLEGE STUDIES                         39.%
HEALTH SCIENCE PREPARATORY              29.7%
PRE-OCCUP/PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT    42.6%
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE                      33.3%
BASIC AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING      44.4%
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE                  23.5%
Central Carolina Technical College
Student Retention By Curriculum
Report Year:  2006 - 2007
 Note:The analysis does not include those students who may have graduated 
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Central Carolina Technical College
Student Retention By Curriculum
Report Year:  2006 - 2007
070261 24 4
070762 16 4
070816 11 4
070847 22 4
070848 30 3
060799 25 2
070191 14 2
070275 8 2
060778 1 1
070329 2 1
070389 3 1
070807 13 1
060649 6 0
060862 1 0
070081 14 0
070686 1 0
1,155 363
006100 370 14
370 14
2,931 868
Non-degree seeking 3.8%
CAREER DEVELOPMENT                      3.8%
INFORMATION PROCESSING                  16.7%
PRE-PHARMACY TECHNICIAN                 25.%
COMPUTER SPECIALIST                     36.4%
ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST                   18.2%
PHLEBOTOMY                              10.%
GENERAL EDUCATION                       8.%
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT             14.3%
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS      25.%
BASIC INDUSTRIAL GRAPHICS AND CAD       100.%
DRAFTING WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS         50.%
MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR                   33.3%
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR                       7.7%
GENERAL STUDIES                         0.%
INTERNETWORKING                         0.%
INFANT AND TODDLER CARE                 0.%
Source:  EDSS ENR115 Student Retention by Curriculum 2006-2007
Certificate Total 31.4%
Grand Total 29.6%
WELDING I, II, III                      0.%
 Note:The analysis does not include those students who may have graduated 
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Transferring To: # Transferring To: #
Public Senior Independent Senior
Clemson 3 Allen University 1
College of Charleston 2 Anderson College
Coastal Carolina 1 Benedict College
Francis Marion 6 Bob Jones Univ.
Lander 2 Southern Wesleyan Univ.
SC State 2 Charleston Southern Univ.
USC Columbia 6 Claflin University
Winthrop 2 Coker College
Columbia Int'l Univ. 1
Columbia College 1
Converse College
Erskine College
Furman Univ.
Sub-Total Public 24 Limestone College 8
Lutheran Theological
Two-Year Regional Morris College 7
Newberry College
USC Upstate 2 North Greenville College
USC Salkehatchie 1 Presbyterian College
USC Sumter 27 Southern Methodist College
Voorhees College
Sub-Total Regional 30 Wofford College 1
South University 5
Technical Colleges Spartanburg Methodist
Sub-Total Independent 24
Aiken
Central Carolina
Denmark 1 Total All South Carolina Ins 149
Florence Darlington 13
Greenville 4
Horry-Georgetown 1
Midlands 39
Northeastern
Orangeburg/Calhoun 2
Piedmont
Spartanburg
T.C. of the Low Country
Tri-County 3
Trident 5
Williamsburg 3
York
Sub-Total Technical 71
MIGRATION OF FIRST-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
From Central Carolina Technical College to Postsecondary Institutions in South Carolina Only
FALL 2007
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Year 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007
Total Awards 410 426 351 460 483 406 470
Associate 176 186 204 236 239 196 220
Diploma 61 54 47 63 87 56 80
Certificate 173 186 100 161 157 154 170
Central Carolina Technical College
Degrees and Other Formal Awards Conferred
410 426
351
460 483
406
470
176 186 204
236 239
196 220
61 54 47 63
87 56 80
173 186
100
161 157 154 170
2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007
Year
Total Awards Associate Diploma Certificate
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CENTRAL CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
 
GRADUATION RATES* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
 
12.9% 
 
7.8% 
 
12.6% 
 
7.5% 
 
10.5% 
 
8.9% 
 
9.6% 
 
6.1% 
 
 
*Graduation Rate - A measure of the percentage of first-time, full-time degree, diploma 
or certificate-seeking students in an IPEDS Graduation Rate Survey (GRS) cohort who 
graduate within 150% of the normal program completion time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: http://www.che.sc.gov/AcademicAffairs/IE/ACL/A_Closer_Look-January_2008-FINAL.pdf   (2007 was not 
included, information taken from IPEDS 2008) 
 
